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ABSTRACT

Context. Deep far-infrared (FIR) cosmological surveys are known to be affected by source confusion, causing issues when examining
the main sequence (MS) of star forming galaxies. In the past this has typically been partially tackled by the use of stacking. However,
stacking only provides the average properties of the objects in the stack.
Aims. This work aims to trace the MS over 0.2 ≤ z < 6.0 using the latest de-blended Herschel photometry, which reaches ≈10 times
deeper than the 5σ confusion limit in SPIRE. This provides more reliable star formation rates (SFRs), especially for the fainter galaxies,
and hence a more reliable MS.
Methods. We built a pipeline that uses the spectral energy distribution (SED) modelling and fitting tool CIGALE to generate flux
density priors in the Herschel SPIRE bands. These priors were then fed into the de-blending tool XID+ to extract flux densities from
the SPIRE maps. In the final step, multi-wavelength data were combined with the extracted SPIRE flux densities to constrain SEDs
and provide stellar mass (M?) and SFRs. These M? and SFRs were then used to populate the SFR-M? plane over 0.2 ≤ z < 6.0.
Results. No significant evidence of a high-mass turn-over was found; the best fit is thus a simple two-parameter power law of the form
log(SFR) = α[log(M?) − 10.5] + β. The normalisation of the power law increases with redshift, rapidly at z . 1.8, from 0.58 ± 0.09 at
z ≈ 0.37 to 1.31 ± 0.08 at z ≈ 1.8. The slope is also found to increase with redshift, perhaps with an excess around 1.8 ≤ z < 2.9.
Conclusions. The increasing slope indicates that galaxies become more self-similar as redshift increases. This implies that the specific
SFR of high-mass galaxies increases with redshift, from 0.2 to 6.0, becoming closer to that of low-mass galaxies. The excess in the
slope at 1.8 ≤ z < 2.9, if present, coincides with the peak of the cosmic star formation history.
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1. Introduction

It has been observed that there is a strong correlation between
the stellar mass (M?) and the star formation rate (SFR) for the
majority of star forming galaxies (SFG; e.g. Brinchmann et al.
2004; Noeske et al. 2007; Elbaz et al. 2007; Speagle et al.
2014; Tomczak et al. 2016). This has become known as the main
sequence (MS) of star forming galaxies.

The MS is notable due to its tight correlation; the scatter of
the SFR-M? relation has been found to be approximately 0.3 dex.
This low scatter has been observed to exist for approximately
the last 10 Gyr and has been found to be independent of M?

(Whitaker et al. 2012; Speagle et al. 2014; Tomczak et al. 2016).
The consistency of the scatter is understood to be a result of
every galaxy having star formation (SF) regulated by similar
quasi-static processes (Lee et al. 2015), while the scatter arises as

? Herschel is an ESA space observatory with science instruments
provided by European-led Principal Investigator consortia and with
important participation from NASA.

a result of minor fluctuations of the flow of material into galaxies
(Tacchella et al. 2016; Mitra et al. 2017). Galaxies move to the
upper MS as the gas is compacted in the centre of the galaxy
which triggers SF. As the central gas is depleted, but before the
galaxy moves above the MS, the SFR reduces and the galaxy falls
to the lower MS. New gas then falls into the galaxy, replenishing
the central gas reservoir before the galaxy becomes quiescent.
This cycle repeats until the galaxy’s gas replenishment time is
longer than the depletion time and the galaxy becomes quiescent
(Tacchella et al. 2016).

Two different schools of thought exist over the shape the MS
takes. Some studies find the relation between SFR and stellar
mass is a simple power law (e.g. Speagle et al. 2014), i.e. the log
of the SFR increases with the log of the stellar mass as

log(SFR/M� yr−1) = α log(M?/M�) + β, (1)

where α is the slope and β is the normalisation. However, other
studies find there is a high-mass turn-over at log(M?/M�) ≈ 10.5
with the slope of the MS being shallower above the turn-over
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than below (e.g. Lee et al. 2015; Tomczak et al. 2016). Recent
studies have shown the two different forms of the MS may be a
result of how the SFG population is separated from the quiescent
galaxies (QG). Johnston et al. (2015) have shown that using a
SFG-QG cut that is stricter in selecting the SFG population, in
this case a 4000 Å break index value that is lower, will result in a
straight MS, while a cut that is less strict forms a MS with a turn-
over. The less strict cut leaves in high-mass, low SFR objects,
which lower the mean SFR at high mass.

Regardless of the form of the MS, the normalisation is found
to increase with redshift (e.g. Speagle et al. 2014; Johnston
et al. 2015; Schreiber et al. 2015; Tomczak et al. 2016). This
increasing normalisation is not surprising. As redshift increases,
the fraction of cold gas available for star formation increases
(Tacconi et al. 2010; Dunne et al. 2011; Genzel et al. 2015;
Scoville et al. 2016). Thus, with more gas available, more stars
can form, raising the average SFR in all galaxies. This could
be counterbalanced by a lower SFR per gas mass (SFR/Mgas)
at higher redshift but existing works have shown that SFR/Mgas
is either relatively constant or rises with redshift (Tacconi et al.
2010; Scoville et al. 2016).

It has been argued that the slope of the MS should be unity
for all mass ranges once the SFR has become stable in a galaxy
(Pan et al. 2017). However, the slope of the MS is typically
found to be lower than unity, with values between 0.4 and 1.0
(e.g. Whitaker et al. 2012; Speagle et al. 2014; Tomczak et al.
2016). This discrepancy is believed to be the result of a combi-
nation of quenching and a reduction in the relative size of the
cold gas reservoir as the M? of a galaxy increases (Pan et al.
2017).

Far-infrared (FIR) emission is a key component for accu-
rately determining the SFR of an object. Part of the ultraviolet
(UV) emission from young stars heats dust in a galaxy, which
then re-radiates in the infrared (IR). Observing in the UV would
provide a direct measure of SFR, but could underestimate the
total SFR as this absorption by dust obscures some of the UV
emission (e.g. Meurer et al. 1999; Dale et al. 2009; Bourne et al.
2017; Dunlop et al. 2017). As a result, observing IR emission in
combination with UV emission is key to providing a complete
picture of the SFR.

However, FIR surveys, such as those conducted with the
ESA Herschel Space Observatory (Pilbratt et al. 2010) Spec-
tral and Photometric Imaging Receiver (SPIRE; Griffin et al.
2010), have relatively poor resolution with respect to opti-
cal, and also have source confusion (e.g. Nguyen et al. 2010;
Oliver et al. 2012; Hurley et al. 2017). Previously, stacking
was used to recover the flux densities of fainter sources (e.g.
Pannella et al. 2015; Schreiber et al. 2015; Harris et al. 2016;
Álvarez-Márquez et al. 2016). However, by its very nature, stack-
ing only provides the average properties (e.g. mean, median)
of the objects in the stack1. As a result, the properties of
individual objects cannot be determined, which results in the
loss of information about the wider properties of a galaxy
population.

To overcome confusion, it is necessary to de-blend the maps
to generate individual flux density measurements for both faint
and bright sources. For SPIRE, this was done with the De-
blended SPIRE Photometry algorithm (DESPHOT; Roseboom
et al. 2010, 2012; Wang et al. 2014), amongst other techniques

1 It is possible to recover the scatter of the objects in a stack. However,
this requires strong assumptions on the distribution of the galaxies in
the stack (Schreiber et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2016).

(e.g. Laidler et al. 2007; Béthermin et al. 2010b; Kurczynski &
Gawiser 2010; Viero et al. 2013; Merlin et al. 2015; Safarzadeh
et al. 2015; Wright et al. 2016). DESPHOT misassigns flux
densities when more than one source is within a beam, and is
also unable to realistically derive flux density errors of a given
source (see discussion in Hurley et al. 2017). To improve source
de-blending, XID+ (Hurley et al. 2017, see also Sect. 3.1.2) has
been developed and subsequently expanded to improve flux den-
sity estimation by including more precise flux density priors
(Pearson et al. 2017).

With XID+, it has been shown that more than 95% of blindly
detected SPIRE 250 µm sources with a flux density greater than
30 mJy contain more than one object which contribute more
than 10% of the source’s total flux density. At least 70% of the
flux density from these sources is assigned to the two brightest
objects (Scudder et al. 2016). This suggests that many current
SPIRE catalogues have too much flux density assigned to their
objects, and any derived physical parameter that relies on the
SPIRE emission, such as the total infrared luminosity or star
formation rate (SFR), will be overestimated.

In this work, XID+ is used to de-blend the maps in the
SPIRE bands, resulting in a catalogue of over 200 000 objects
with SPIRE flux density measurements in the COSMOS field,
compared to approximately 32 000 sources blindly detected at
250 µm (Roseboom et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2014; Sparre et al.
2015). These data, along with UV to Herschel Photodetec-
tor Array Camera and Spectrometer (PACS; Poglitsch et al.
2010) data from a multi-wavelength catalogue, are then used to
examine the MS.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes where
the data were collected. Section 3 explains the methodology
and tools used to de-blend the SPIRE bands and find the MS.
Section 4 explores the results of the analysis. Section 5 provides
discussion, while Sect. 6 provides a summary of the conclu-
sions. Where necessary, Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe
year 7 (WMAP7) cosmology (Komatsu et al. 2011; Larson
et al. 2011) is followed, with ΩM = 0.272, ΩΛ = 0.728, and
H0 = 70.4 km s−1 Mpc−1, to be consistent with CIGALE2 (Noll
et al. 2009, see also Sect. 3.1.1).

2. Data sets

For this work, the COSMOS field (Scoville et al. 2007) was cho-
sen due to the wealth of multi-wavelength data available within
its two square degree coverage. It also benefits from Herschel
SPIRE data, which is considered to be homogenous and of high
quality (e.g. Pearson et al. 2017).

For the multi-wavelength data, the public COSMOS2015
catalogue (Laigle et al. 2016) was used with CIGALE to
generate flux density priors in the 250 µm, 350 µm, and 500 µm
SPIRE bands for XID+ (see Sects. 3.1.1 and 3.2). COSMOS2015
contains photometric data in over 30 bands, narrow, medium,
and broad, for approximately 1.2 × 106 objects in the COSMOS
field. Here, we only use the bands that cover the UV to PACS
160 µm in CIGALE; a full list of the bands used can be found
in Table 1. The aperture photometry was converted to total
photometry and corrected for foreground extinction following
Laigle et al. (2016). As we wanted to use the Multi-band
Imaging Photometer for Spitzer 24 µm (MIPS24; Rieke et al.
2004) data for the ≈40 000 objects with MIPS24 data to help
constrain the FIR SED, we used objects that only fall within

2 http://cigale.lam.fr/
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Table 1. Telescopes and associated bands that were used for CIGALE
spectral energy distribution fitting from the COSMOS2015 catalogue.

Telescope Band(s)

GALEX FUV, NUV
CFHT u
Subaru B, V, r, i+, z++, IB427,

IB464, IA484, IB505, IA527, IB574,
IA679, IB709, IA738, IA767, IB827

VISTA Y, J, H, Ks
Spitzer (IRAC) 3.6 µm, 4.5 µm, 5.8 µm, 8.0 µm

(MIPS) 24 µm
Herschel (PACS) 100 µm, 160 µm

W. J. Pearson et al.: The Main Sequence beyond the Herschel Confusion Limit

Fig. 1. Image of the SPIRE 250 µm COSMOS coverage (Oliver et al.
2012, 7.84 deg2, red) with the overlayed MIPS 24 µm COSMOS cov-
erage (Sanders et al. 2007, 2.23 deg2, blue). The data used in this work
were cut to match the MIPS 24 µm coverage.

Table 1. Telescopes and associated bands that were used for CIGALE
spectral energy distribution fitting from the COSMOS2015 catalogue.

Telescope Band(s)
GALEX FUV, NUV
CFHT u
Subaru B, V, r, i+, z++, IB427,

IB464, IA484, IB505, IA527, IB574,
IA679, IB709, IA738, IA767, IB827

VISTA Y, J, H, Ks
Spitzer (IRAC) 3.6 µm, 4.5 µm, 5.8 µm, 8.0 µm

(MIPS) 24 µm
Herschel (PACS) 100 µm, 160 µm

149.38◦ ≤ RA ≤ 150.86◦

1.46◦ ≤ Dec ≤ 2.95◦

Dec + (0.38 × RA) < 59.51◦

Dec − (2.49 × RA) < −368.73◦

Dec + (0.35 × RA) > 53.91◦

Dec − (2.66 × RA) > −400.06◦

(2)

The latest SPIRE images from the Herschel Database in Mar-
seille3, the Data Release 4 maps from the Herschel Multi-tiered
Extragalactic Survey (Oliver et al. 2012), were used in XID+
to extract the SPIRE flux densities. The 250 µm, 350 µm, and
500 µm band images have beam full widths at half maximum of
18.1′′, 25.2′′, and 36.6′′ (Griffin et al. 2010) and 5σ confusion
limits of 24.0, 27.5, and 30.5 mJy, respectively (Nguyen et al.
2010).

3 http://hedam.lam.fr

3. Methodology

3.1. Tools

3.1.1. CIGALE

Code Investigating GALaxy Emission (CIGALE; Noll et al.
2009) is a spectral energy distribution (SED) modelling and
fitting tool with an improved fitting procedure by Serra et al.
(2011). Here, the Python version 0.11.0 is used (Burgarella et al.
2005; Noll et al. 2009, Boquien et al., in prep.) to generate
SEDs and to fit these SEDs to the UV to PACS data from COS-
MOS2015 to estimate the SPIRE 250 µm, 350 µm, and 500 µm
flux densities for use as a flux density prior in XID+ (see Sects.
3.1.2 and 3.2). After the SPIRE band flux densities had been ex-
tracted, CIGALE was also used to calculate the physical param-
eters of each object, such as SFR and M? as well as rest frame
colours. CIGALE uses the energy balance between the attenu-
ated UV emission by dust and the IR emission, allowing the es-
timation of the FIR flux densities. The reported values and errors
for the SPIRE flux densities and physical parameters are created
using CIGALE’s Bayesian probability density function analysis.
CIGALE also gives the flux densities and physical parameters of
the best fitting model for each object, but these are not used in
this work.

The choices for the SED model components and parameters
for the SPIRE band priors follow Pearson et al. (2017), with a
different dust attenuation model and other minor changes, and
will briefly be repeated here. We use a double exponentially de-
clining star formation history (SFH), Bruzual & Charlot (2003)
stellar emission, Chabrier (2003) initial mass function (IMF),
Charlot & Fall (2000) dust attenuation, the updated Draine et al.
(2014) version of the Draine & Li (2007) IR dust emission, and
Fritz et al. (2006) AGN models. The dust attenuation model was
changed from Calzetti et al. (2000), used in Pearson et al. (2017),
to Charlot & Fall (2000) as recent work by Lo Faro et al. (2017)
has shown that the Calzetti et al. (2000) dust model cannot accu-
rately reproduce the attenuation seen in a sample of dusty galax-
ies at z ≈ 2. A list of parameters used, where they differ from
the default values, along with a justification can be found in Ap-
pendix A.

3.1.2. XID+

XID+4 (Hurley et al. 2017) is a probabilistic de-blending tool
used to extract source flux densities from photometry maps that
suffer from source confusion. This is achieved by using Bayesian
inference to explore the posterior. Once converged, the flux den-
sity is reported along with the upper and lower 1σ uncertainties.
In its standard form, XID+ uses a flat prior in parameter space,
between zero and the brightest value in the map, along with the
source positions on the sky.

This work follows Pearson et al. (2017) by using a more
informed Gaussian prior, again truncated between zero and the
brightest value in the map. The mean and sigma for these Gaus-
sian priors are generated by using CIGALE models to estimate
the flux densities for the mean and using two times the error on
these estimates as the sigma. To allow parallelisation, which re-
duces the time taken for XID+ to de-blend the map, the map is
split up into tiles based on the Hierarchical Equal Area isoLat-
itude Pixelization of a sphere system (HEALPix; Górski et al.
2005) using order 11, which corresponds to an area of 2.95
arcmin2 per tile. Order 11 was chosen as it is a compromise be-

4 https://github.com/H-E-L-P/XID_plus
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Fig. 1. Image of the SPIRE 250 µm COSMOS coverage (Oliver et al.
2012, 7.84 deg2, red) with the overlayed MIPS 24 µm COSMOS cover-
age (Sanders et al. 2007, 2.23 deg2, blue). The data used in this work
were cut to match the MIPS 24 µm coverage.

the MIPS24 image in COSMOS. The MISP24 coverage falls
within the SPIRE coverage; the requirements are as follows
(see also Fig. 1):

149.38◦ ≤ RA ≤ 150.86◦

1.46◦ ≤ Dec ≤ 2.95◦

Dec + (0.38 × RA) < 59.51◦

Dec − (2.49 × RA) < −368.73◦

Dec + (0.35 × RA) > 53.91◦

Dec − (2.66 × RA) > −400.06◦. (2)

The latest SPIRE images from the Herschel Database
in Marseille3, the Data Release 4 maps from the Herschel
Multi-tiered Extragalactic Survey (Oliver et al. 2012), were
used in XID+ to extract the SPIRE flux densities. The 250 µm,
350 µm, and 500 µm band images have beam full widths at half
maximum of 18.1′′, 25.2′′, and 36.6′′ (Griffin et al. 2010) and
5σ confusion limits of 24.0, 27.5, and 30.5 mJy, respectively
(Nguyen et al. 2010).

3 http://hedam.lam.fr

3. Methodology

3.1. Tools

3.1.1. CIGALE

Code Investigating GALaxy Emission (CIGALE; Noll et al.
2009) is a spectral energy distribution (SED) modelling and
fitting tool with an improved fitting procedure by Serra et al.
(2011). Here, the Python version 0.11.0 is used (Burgarella et al.
2005; Noll et al. 2009, Boquien et al., in prep.) to generate
SEDs and to fit these SEDs to the UV to PACS data from
COSMOS2015 to estimate the SPIRE 250 µm, 350 µm, and
500 µm flux densities for use as a flux density prior in XID+ (see
Sects. 3.1.2 and 3.2). After the SPIRE band flux densities had
been extracted, CIGALE was also used to calculate the physi-
cal parameters of each object, such as SFR and M? as well as
rest frame colours. CIGALE uses the energy balance between
the attenuated UV emission by dust and the IR emission, allow-
ing the estimation of the FIR flux densities. The reported values
and errors for the SPIRE flux densities and physical parameters
are created using CIGALE’s Bayesian probability density func-
tion analysis. CIGALE also gives the flux densities and physical
parameters of the best fitting model for each object, but these are
not used in this work.

The choices for the SED model components and parameters
for the SPIRE band priors follow Pearson et al. (2017), with a
different dust attenuation model and other minor changes, and
will briefly be repeated here. We use a delayed exponentially
declining star formation history (SFH) with an exponentially
declining burst, Bruzual & Charlot (2003) stellar emission,
Chabrier (2003) initial mass function (IMF), Charlot & Fall
(2000) dust attenuation, the updated Draine et al. (2014) ver-
sion of the Draine & Li (2007) IR dust emission, and Fritz et al.
(2006) AGN models. The dust attenuation model was changed
from Calzetti et al. (2000), used in Pearson et al. (2017), to
Charlot & Fall (2000) as recent work by Lo Faro et al. (2017)
has shown that the Calzetti et al. (2000) dust model cannot
accurately reproduce the attenuation seen in a sample of dusty
galaxies at z ≈ 2. A list of parameters used, where they differ
from the default values, along with a justification can be found
in Appendix A.

3.1.2. XID+

XID+4 (Hurley et al. 2017) is a probabilistic de-blending tool
used to extract source flux densities from photometry maps that
suffer from source confusion. This is achieved by using Bayesian
inference to explore the posterior. Once converged, the flux den-
sity is reported along with the upper and lower 1σ uncertainties.
In its standard form, XID+ uses a flat prior in parameter space,
between zero and the brightest value in the map, along with the
source positions on the sky.

This work follows Pearson et al. (2017) by using a more
informed Gaussian prior, again truncated between zero and
the brightest value in the map. The mean and sigma for these
Gaussian priors are generated by using CIGALE models to
estimate the flux densities for the mean and using two times the
error on these estimates as the sigma. To allow parallelisation,
which reduces the time taken for XID+ to de-blend the map, the
map is split up into tiles based on the Hierarchical Equal Area
isoLatitude Pixelization of a sphere system (HEALPix; Górski
et al. 2005) using order 11, which corresponds to an area of
2.95 arcmin2 per tile. Order 11 was chosen as it is a compromise
4 https://github.com/H-E-L-P/XID_plus
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Fig. 2. Brief summary of the science pipeline.

tween the number of objects in a tile (more objects means a more
reliable flux density extraction) and the time it takes a tile to run.

3.2. Science pipeline

The extraction of the flux densities in the SPIRE bands, which
follows a similar pipeline to the one used in Pearson et al. (2017),
is briefly summarised in Fig. 2 and is repeated here for complete-
ness. We begin by using the far-UV (FUV) to PACS 160 µm
data from COSMOS2015 to generate estimates for the flux den-
sities in all three SPIRE bands simultaneously using CIGALE’s
Bayesian analysis. All objects that were not classified as galaxies
(TYPE flag in COSMOS2015 not set to 0, approximately 1.3%)
were removed, as were objects without any photometric redshift
(ZPDF ≤ 0, approximately 2.9%). All predicted flux densities
were then used in XID+ to extract the flux densities for the ob-
jects; we did not remove any objects with poor χ2 values. Once
the SPIRE flux densities were extracted, these SPIRE data were
added to the FUV-PACS data and CIGALE was rerun, this time
to get estimates for M? and SFR. The same CIGALE models
were used for the flux estimation and to obtain the physical pa-
rameters so the results from each CIGALE run should not be
degenerate.

The first CIGALE run provides flux density estimates for all
the objects in the catalogue. However, the flux density estimates
for the faintest objects will be highly uncertain and hence re-
sult in extracted flux densities that are unreliable. To find the
depth to which we can reliably run XID+, a number of different
cut depths on the predicted flux densities at 250 µm were used,
from 0.2 mJy to 20 mJy, and XID+ run on 25 tiles. A residual
map was created by subtracting the replicated map from XID+
from the original image for each depth. In the ideal situation
where all sources are correctly accounted for, the residual map
should have a scatter consistent with 1σ instrument noise. Fig-
ure 3 shows how the scatter of the residual 250 µm map changes
with cut depth with and without 3σ clipping. As can be seen, as
the cut gets deeper, from 20 mJy to 1 mJy, the scatter reduces;
cut depths deeper than 1 mJy do not cause much of a change.
All cut depths have a scatter greater than the instrument noise at
250 µm (1.71 mJy). This is to be expected as our source list will
miss the faintest sources and the flux densities assigned to the
known sources will not exactly coincide with the true flux den-
sities for all sources. As a result of all the deeper cuts having a

Fig. 3. Scatter of the 250 µm residual map using different depth cuts
on the prior list. The blue and red points are with and without 3σ clip-
ping, respectively, while the green line is the 1σ instrument noise for
the COSMOS field.

scatter larger than the 1σ instrument noise, and wanting to keep
as large a sample as possible while not risking creating too many
degeneracies, a predicted 250 µm cut of 0.7 mJy was used. For
this cut, we ignore any uncertainty on the flux density estimate.
This leaves 205 958 objects to be run through XID+.

To prevent an overly restrictive prior in XID+ and conserva-
tively capture the uncertainty in SED modelling, the errors on
the flux density estimates are expanded by a factor of two (see
also Appendix B). The estimates of all three SPIRE bands from
CIGALE are then used as the priors for XID+. The flux density
estimates are used as the means in the XID+ priors while the
expanded errors are used as the standard deviations. XID+ was
then run on the SPIRE images. The next step is to run the data
from COSMOS2015 and XID+ through CIGALE to generate
the required parameters for each object: M?, SFR, and U–V and
V–J colours; the colours are needed for the QG/SFG separation.

3.3. Mass completeness and redshift binning

To study the MS, we removed all objects with a redshift below
0.2 as the mean error on the photometric redshifts for objects be-
low z = 0.2 is approximately 0.2 (for discussion on the redshifts
and their errors, see Laigle et al. 2016). The remaining objects
were then binned by redshift. Each bin’s width was determined
by using the average error on the redshift of the objects within
a bin; the bin size was the average error of all the objects in the
bin rounded up to the next decimal place. Using a bin size of
twice the error was also briefly explored and provided consistent
results.

Once binned by redshift, the galaxies were cut for complete-
ness. This completeness cut was done empirically by following
Pozzetti et al. (2010). The Ks band magnitude limits (Ks lim)
were set to 24.7, the 3σ limit for the objects within the Ultra-
VISTA (McCracken et al. 2012) ultra-deep stripes, and 24.0, the
3σ limit for the rest of the COSMOS field, in the ultra-deep and
deep regions of COSMOS, respectively (Laigle et al. 2016). For
each galaxy with a redshift (ZPDF > 0) and a Ks band detec-
tion the mass the galaxy would need (Mlim) to be observed at the
magnitude limit was calculated using

log(Mlim) = log(M) − 0.4(Ks lim − Ks), (3)

where M is the galaxy’s mass in M� and Ks is the galaxy’s Ks
band magnitude. In each redshift bin, the faintest 20% of objects
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Fig. 2. Brief summary of the science pipeline.

between the number of objects in a tile (more objects means a
more reliable flux density extraction) and the time it takes a tile
to run.

3.2. Science pipeline

The extraction of the flux densities in the SPIRE bands, which
follows a similar pipeline to the one used in Pearson et al. (2017),
is briefly summarised in Fig. 2 and is repeated here for com-
pleteness. We begin by using the far-UV (FUV) to PACS 160 µm
data from COSMOS2015 to generate estimates for the flux den-
sities in all three SPIRE bands simultaneously using CIGALE’s
Bayesian analysis. All objects that were not classified as galax-
ies (TYPE flag in COSMOS2015 not set to 0, approximately
1.3%) were removed, as were objects without any photometric
redshift (ZPDF ≤ 0, approximately 2.9%). All predicted flux
densities were then used in XID+ to extract the flux densities
for the objects; we did not remove any objects with poor χ2 val-
ues. Once the SPIRE flux densities were extracted, these SPIRE
data were added to the FUV-PACS data and CIGALE was rerun,
this time to get estimates for M? and SFR. The same CIGALE
models were used for the flux estimation and to obtain the phys-
ical parameters so the results from each CIGALE run should not
be degenerate.

The first CIGALE run provides flux density estimates for all
the objects in the catalogue. However, the flux density estimates
for the faintest objects will be highly uncertain and hence result
in extracted flux densities that are unreliable. To find the depth
to which we can reliably run XID+, a number of different cut
depths on the predicted flux densities at 250 µm were used, from
0.2 mJy to 20 mJy, and XID+ run on 25 tiles. A residual map
was created by subtracting the replicated map from XID+ from
the original image for each depth. In the ideal situation where all
sources are correctly accounted for, the residual map should have
a scatter consistent with 1σ instrument noise. Figure 3 shows
how the scatter of the residual 250 µm map changes with cut
depth with and without 3σ clipping. As can be seen, as the
cut gets deeper, from 20 mJy to 1 mJy, the scatter reduces; cut
depths deeper than 1 mJy do not cause much of a change. All cut
depths have a scatter greater than the instrument noise at 250 µm
(1.71 mJy). This is to be expected as our source list will miss
the faintest sources and the flux densities assigned to the known
sources will not exactly coincide with the true flux densities for
all sources. As a result of all the deeper cuts having a scatter
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tween the number of objects in a tile (more objects means a more
reliable flux density extraction) and the time it takes a tile to run.

3.2. Science pipeline

The extraction of the flux densities in the SPIRE bands, which
follows a similar pipeline to the one used in Pearson et al. (2017),
is briefly summarised in Fig. 2 and is repeated here for complete-
ness. We begin by using the far-UV (FUV) to PACS 160 µm
data from COSMOS2015 to generate estimates for the flux den-
sities in all three SPIRE bands simultaneously using CIGALE’s
Bayesian analysis. All objects that were not classified as galaxies
(TYPE flag in COSMOS2015 not set to 0, approximately 1.3%)
were removed, as were objects without any photometric redshift
(ZPDF ≤ 0, approximately 2.9%). All predicted flux densities
were then used in XID+ to extract the flux densities for the ob-
jects; we did not remove any objects with poor χ2 values. Once
the SPIRE flux densities were extracted, these SPIRE data were
added to the FUV-PACS data and CIGALE was rerun, this time
to get estimates for M? and SFR. The same CIGALE models
were used for the flux estimation and to obtain the physical pa-
rameters so the results from each CIGALE run should not be
degenerate.

The first CIGALE run provides flux density estimates for all
the objects in the catalogue. However, the flux density estimates
for the faintest objects will be highly uncertain and hence re-
sult in extracted flux densities that are unreliable. To find the
depth to which we can reliably run XID+, a number of different
cut depths on the predicted flux densities at 250 µm were used,
from 0.2 mJy to 20 mJy, and XID+ run on 25 tiles. A residual
map was created by subtracting the replicated map from XID+
from the original image for each depth. In the ideal situation
where all sources are correctly accounted for, the residual map
should have a scatter consistent with 1σ instrument noise. Fig-
ure 3 shows how the scatter of the residual 250 µm map changes
with cut depth with and without 3σ clipping. As can be seen, as
the cut gets deeper, from 20 mJy to 1 mJy, the scatter reduces;
cut depths deeper than 1 mJy do not cause much of a change.
All cut depths have a scatter greater than the instrument noise at
250 µm (1.71 mJy). This is to be expected as our source list will
miss the faintest sources and the flux densities assigned to the
known sources will not exactly coincide with the true flux den-
sities for all sources. As a result of all the deeper cuts having a

Fig. 3. Scatter of the 250 µm residual map using different depth cuts
on the prior list. The blue and red points are with and without 3σ clip-
ping, respectively, while the green line is the 1σ instrument noise for
the COSMOS field.

scatter larger than the 1σ instrument noise, and wanting to keep
as large a sample as possible while not risking creating too many
degeneracies, a predicted 250 µm cut of 0.7 mJy was used. For
this cut, we ignore any uncertainty on the flux density estimate.
This leaves 205 958 objects to be run through XID+.

To prevent an overly restrictive prior in XID+ and conserva-
tively capture the uncertainty in SED modelling, the errors on
the flux density estimates are expanded by a factor of two (see
also Appendix B). The estimates of all three SPIRE bands from
CIGALE are then used as the priors for XID+. The flux density
estimates are used as the means in the XID+ priors while the
expanded errors are used as the standard deviations. XID+ was
then run on the SPIRE images. The next step is to run the data
from COSMOS2015 and XID+ through CIGALE to generate
the required parameters for each object: M?, SFR, and U–V and
V–J colours; the colours are needed for the QG/SFG separation.

3.3. Mass completeness and redshift binning

To study the MS, we removed all objects with a redshift below
0.2 as the mean error on the photometric redshifts for objects be-
low z = 0.2 is approximately 0.2 (for discussion on the redshifts
and their errors, see Laigle et al. 2016). The remaining objects
were then binned by redshift. Each bin’s width was determined
by using the average error on the redshift of the objects within
a bin; the bin size was the average error of all the objects in the
bin rounded up to the next decimal place. Using a bin size of
twice the error was also briefly explored and provided consistent
results.

Once binned by redshift, the galaxies were cut for complete-
ness. This completeness cut was done empirically by following
Pozzetti et al. (2010). The Ks band magnitude limits (Ks lim)
were set to 24.7, the 3σ limit for the objects within the Ultra-
VISTA (McCracken et al. 2012) ultra-deep stripes, and 24.0, the
3σ limit for the rest of the COSMOS field, in the ultra-deep and
deep regions of COSMOS, respectively (Laigle et al. 2016). For
each galaxy with a redshift (ZPDF > 0) and a Ks band detec-
tion the mass the galaxy would need (Mlim) to be observed at the
magnitude limit was calculated using

log(Mlim) = log(M) − 0.4(Ks lim − Ks), (3)

where M is the galaxy’s mass in M� and Ks is the galaxy’s Ks
band magnitude. In each redshift bin, the faintest 20% of objects
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Fig. 3. Scatter of the 250 µm residual map using different depth cuts
on the prior list. The blue and red points are with and without 3σ clip-
ping, respectively, while the green line is the 1σ instrument noise for
the COSMOS field.

larger than the 1σ instrument noise, and wanting to keep as large
a sample as possible while not risking creating too many degen-
eracies, a predicted 250 µm cut of 0.7 mJy was used. For this
cut, we ignore any uncertainty on the flux density estimate. This
leaves 205 958 objects to be run through XID+.

To prevent an overly restrictive prior in XID+ and conserva-
tively capture the uncertainty in SED modelling, the errors on
the flux density estimates are expanded by a factor of two (see
also Appendix B). The estimates of all three SPIRE bands from
CIGALE are then used as the priors for XID+. The flux density
estimates are used as the means in the XID+ priors while the
expanded errors are used as the standard deviations. XID+ was
then run on the SPIRE images. The next step is to run the data
from COSMOS2015 and XID+ through CIGALE to generate the
required parameters for each object: M?, SFR, and U–V and V–J
colours; the colours are needed for the QG/SFG separation.

3.3. Mass completeness and redshift binning

To study the MS, we removed all objects with a redshift below
0.2 as the mean error on the photometric redshifts for objects
below z = 0.2 is approximately 0.2 (for discussion on the red-
shifts and their errors, see Laigle et al. 2016). The remaining
objects were then binned by redshift. Each bin’s width was deter-
mined by using the average error on the redshift of the objects
within a bin; the bin size was the average error of all the objects
in the bin rounded up to the next decimal place. Using a bin
size of twice the error was also briefly explored and provided
consistent results.

Once binned by redshift, the galaxies were cut for complete-
ness. This completeness cut was done empirically by following
Pozzetti et al. (2010). The Ks band magnitude limits (Ks lim) were
set to 24.7, the 3σ limit for the objects within the UltraVISTA
(McCracken et al. 2012) ultra-deep stripes, and 24.0, the 3σ
limit for the rest of the COSMOS field, in the ultra-deep and
deep regions of COSMOS, respectively (Laigle et al. 2016). For
each galaxy with a redshift (ZPDF > 0) and a Ks band detec-
tion the mass the galaxy would need (Mlim) to be observed at the
magnitude limit was calculated using

log(Mlim) = log(M) − 0.4(Ks lim − Ks), (3)

where M is the galaxy’s mass in M� and Ks is the galaxy’s Ks
band magnitude. In each redshift bin, the faintest 20% of objects
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Fig. 4. Masses of all objects detected in the Ks band (blue) are shown
against redshift along with the faintest 20% in each redshift bin (red)
for the (a) deep and (b) ultra-deep regions. The 90% completeness limit
is shown by the thick black lines, while the dashed black lines show the
edges of each redshift bin.

were selected and the limiting mass was the Mlim value which
90% of these faintest objects lie below. As not all objects have a
Ks band detection (the catalogue is zYJHKs selected), these lim-
iting mass data points were used for all objects. The mass limits
for the deep and ultra-deep regions of COSMOS are shown in
Fig 4.

3.4. Forward modelling

To determine the MS in each redshift bin, we use the Markov
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampler emcee (Foreman-Mackey
et al. 2013) to sample the parameter space of the chosen MS
model. For our routine, we create model SFRs using the ob-
served M?, observed redshift, and the MS being tested at each
step. For each M?, a random number is drawn from a Gaussian
distribution centred on the SFR of the MS at that M? and with
the scatter of the MS as the standard deviation. The Gaussian dis-
tribution is also truncated such that it reproduces the observed
upper and lower SFR limit. These upper and lower SFR limits
are determined by finding the SFR in each redshift bin that 0.1%
of the objects fall above or below, and then fitting to these values
as a function of redshift using

S lim(z) = [B0 × log(B1 + z)] + B2, (4)

where S is log(SFR/M�yr−1) and Bn are the coefficients that are
found. The parameters B0, B1, and B2, take the values 0.61 ±
0.32, -0.37 ± 0.01 M�yr−1, and 3.13 ± 0.13 log(M�yr−1) for the
upper limit and 2.86 ± 0.19, -0.17 ± 0.05 M�yr−1, and 0.12 ±
0.10 log(M�yr−1) for the lower limit, respectively. The upper and

Fig. 5. Example of the data generated at one step of the MCMC routine
for the lowest (0.2 ≤ z < 0.5) redshift bin, shown as number density
from high (dark red) to low (dark blue). The MS being tested at this
step, in this case the most likely step, is shown as the red line, while the
contours for number density of the observed data are shown in orange.
The size of the average observed error on SFR and M? is also shown as
a blue cross.

lower limits are applied to each simulated object individually
using the observed redshifts.

Once the model SFRs have been generated, both the SFR
and M? are perturbed by adding a second random number drawn
from a Gaussian centred on zero and with a standard deviation
equal to the error on the observed SFR or M? of that individual
object. An example of the MS generated at one step, assuming a
linear power law, is shown in Fig. 5, along with the MS used to
generate at that step and the contours of the observed data.

To compare the model data to the observed data at each step,
the two data sets are binned by stellar mass into identical bins
with a width of 0.25 dex. The mean and standard deviation of the
SFRs in each mass bin are calculated and the mean and standard
deviations of the model data are compared to their counterparts
from the observed data. The smaller the differences, the greater
the likelihood that the model is a correct representation of the
observed data.

All the parameters in the models used were treated as if they
were uncorrelated, although this is not strictly true. However,
this method was found to accurately recover input relations used
to generate mock sets of data that assume a linear power law.
Figure 6 shows an example of the posterior for a mock data set
with known slope (0.6), normalisation (0.7 log(M�/yr−1)), and
scatter (0.3 dex). As can be seen, the input parameters are recov-
ered within error.

4. Results

The M? found using CIGALE are compared to those found by
Laigle et al. (2016) in COSMOS2015. We find that our M? are
higher, on average, by 0.15 dex and are consistent with COS-
MOS2015 within the COSMOS2015 average error of 0.15 dex,
but not the 0.10 dex average error of our M?. Both Laigle
et al. (2016) and this work use the Chabrier (2003) IMF and the
Bruzual & Charlot (2003) stellar population model, so this is not
the cause of the slight discrepancy, but the dust attenuation mod-
els differ: this work uses the Charlot & Fall (2000) dust atten-
uation, while Laigle et al. (2016) uses the Calzetti et al. (2000)
dust attenuation. Recently, Lo Faro et al. (2017) have investi-
gated the effects of dust attenuation laws on the physical proper-
ties of dusty galaxies at z ≈ 2. They find that using the Charlot
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Fig. 4. Masses of all objects detected in the Ks band (blue) are shown
against redshift along with the faintest 20% in each redshift bin (red)
for the (panel a) deep and (panel b) ultra-deep regions. The 90% com-
pleteness limit is shown by the thick black lines, while the dashed black
lines show the edges of each redshift bin.

were selected and the limiting mass was the Mlim value which
90% of these faintest objects lie below. As not all objects have
a Ks band detection (the catalogue is zYJHKs selected), these
limiting mass data points were used for all objects. The mass
limits for the deep and ultra-deep regions of COSMOS are shown
in Fig 4.

3.4. Forward modelling

To determine the MS in each redshift bin, we use the Markov
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampler emcee (Foreman-Mackey
et al. 2013) to sample the parameter space of the chosen MS
model. For our routine, we create model SFRs using the observed
M?, observed redshift, and the MS being tested at each step. For
each M?, a random number is drawn from a Gaussian distribu-
tion centred on the SFR of the MS at that M? and with the scatter
of the MS as the standard deviation. The Gaussian distribution
is also truncated such that it reproduces the observed upper and
lower SFR limit. These upper and lower SFR limits are deter-
mined by finding the SFR in each redshift bin that 0.1% of the
objects fall above or below, and then fitting to these values as a
function of redshift using

S lim(z) = [B0 × log(B1 + z)] + B2, (4)

where S is log(SFR/M� yr−1) and Bn are the coefficients that
are found. The parameters B0, B1, and B2, take the values 0.61 ±
0.32, –0.37 ± 0.01 M� yr−1, and 3.13 ± 0.13 log(M� yr−1) for
the upper limit and 2.86 ± 0.19, –0.17 ± 0.05 M� yr−1, and
0.12 ± 0.10 log(M� yr−1) for the lower limit, respectively. The
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Fig. 4. Masses of all objects detected in the Ks band (blue) are shown
against redshift along with the faintest 20% in each redshift bin (red)
for the (a) deep and (b) ultra-deep regions. The 90% completeness limit
is shown by the thick black lines, while the dashed black lines show the
edges of each redshift bin.

were selected and the limiting mass was the Mlim value which
90% of these faintest objects lie below. As not all objects have a
Ks band detection (the catalogue is zYJHKs selected), these lim-
iting mass data points were used for all objects. The mass limits
for the deep and ultra-deep regions of COSMOS are shown in
Fig 4.

3.4. Forward modelling

To determine the MS in each redshift bin, we use the Markov
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampler emcee (Foreman-Mackey
et al. 2013) to sample the parameter space of the chosen MS
model. For our routine, we create model SFRs using the ob-
served M?, observed redshift, and the MS being tested at each
step. For each M?, a random number is drawn from a Gaussian
distribution centred on the SFR of the MS at that M? and with
the scatter of the MS as the standard deviation. The Gaussian dis-
tribution is also truncated such that it reproduces the observed
upper and lower SFR limit. These upper and lower SFR limits
are determined by finding the SFR in each redshift bin that 0.1%
of the objects fall above or below, and then fitting to these values
as a function of redshift using

S lim(z) = [B0 × log(B1 + z)] + B2, (4)

where S is log(SFR/M�yr−1) and Bn are the coefficients that are
found. The parameters B0, B1, and B2, take the values 0.61 ±
0.32, -0.37 ± 0.01 M�yr−1, and 3.13 ± 0.13 log(M�yr−1) for the
upper limit and 2.86 ± 0.19, -0.17 ± 0.05 M�yr−1, and 0.12 ±
0.10 log(M�yr−1) for the lower limit, respectively. The upper and

Fig. 5. Example of the data generated at one step of the MCMC routine
for the lowest (0.2 ≤ z < 0.5) redshift bin, shown as number density
from high (dark red) to low (dark blue). The MS being tested at this
step, in this case the most likely step, is shown as the red line, while the
contours for number density of the observed data are shown in orange.
The size of the average observed error on SFR and M? is also shown as
a blue cross.

lower limits are applied to each simulated object individually
using the observed redshifts.

Once the model SFRs have been generated, both the SFR
and M? are perturbed by adding a second random number drawn
from a Gaussian centred on zero and with a standard deviation
equal to the error on the observed SFR or M? of that individual
object. An example of the MS generated at one step, assuming a
linear power law, is shown in Fig. 5, along with the MS used to
generate at that step and the contours of the observed data.

To compare the model data to the observed data at each step,
the two data sets are binned by stellar mass into identical bins
with a width of 0.25 dex. The mean and standard deviation of the
SFRs in each mass bin are calculated and the mean and standard
deviations of the model data are compared to their counterparts
from the observed data. The smaller the differences, the greater
the likelihood that the model is a correct representation of the
observed data.

All the parameters in the models used were treated as if they
were uncorrelated, although this is not strictly true. However,
this method was found to accurately recover input relations used
to generate mock sets of data that assume a linear power law.
Figure 6 shows an example of the posterior for a mock data set
with known slope (0.6), normalisation (0.7 log(M�/yr−1)), and
scatter (0.3 dex). As can be seen, the input parameters are recov-
ered within error.

4. Results

The M? found using CIGALE are compared to those found by
Laigle et al. (2016) in COSMOS2015. We find that our M? are
higher, on average, by 0.15 dex and are consistent with COS-
MOS2015 within the COSMOS2015 average error of 0.15 dex,
but not the 0.10 dex average error of our M?. Both Laigle
et al. (2016) and this work use the Chabrier (2003) IMF and the
Bruzual & Charlot (2003) stellar population model, so this is not
the cause of the slight discrepancy, but the dust attenuation mod-
els differ: this work uses the Charlot & Fall (2000) dust atten-
uation, while Laigle et al. (2016) uses the Calzetti et al. (2000)
dust attenuation. Recently, Lo Faro et al. (2017) have investi-
gated the effects of dust attenuation laws on the physical proper-
ties of dusty galaxies at z ≈ 2. They find that using the Charlot
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Fig. 5. Example of the data generated at one step of the MCMC routine
for the lowest (0.2 ≤ z < 0.5) redshift bin, shown as number density
from high (dark red) to low (dark blue). The MS being tested at this
step, in this case the most likely step, is shown as the red line, while the
contours for number density of the observed data are shown in orange.
The size of the average observed error on SFR and M? is also shown as
a blue cross.

upper and lower limits are applied to each simulated object
individually using the observed redshifts.

Once the model SFRs have been generated, both the SFR
and M? are perturbed by adding a second random number drawn
from a Gaussian centred on zero and with a standard deviation
equal to the error on the observed SFR or M? of that individual
object. An example of the MS generated at one step, assum-
ing a linear power law, is shown in Fig. 5, along with the MS
used to generate at that step and the contours of the observed
data.

To compare the model data to the observed data at each step,
the two data sets are binned by stellar mass into identical bins
with a width of 0.25 dex. The mean and standard deviation of the
SFRs in each mass bin are calculated and the mean and standard
deviations of the model data are compared to their counterparts
from the observed data. The smaller the differences, the greater
the likelihood that the model is a correct representation of the
observed data.

All the parameters in the models used were treated as if
they were uncorrelated, although this is not strictly true. How-
ever, this method was found to accurately recover input relations
used to generate mock sets of data that assume a linear power
law. Figure 6 shows an example of the posterior for a mock data
set with known slope (0.6), normalisation (0.7 log(M�/yr−1)),
and scatter (0.3 dex). As can be seen, the input parameters are
recovered within error.

4. Results

The M? found using CIGALE are compared to those found
by Laigle et al. (2016) in COSMOS2015. We find that our
M? are higher, on average, by 0.15 dex and are consistent
with COSMOS2015 within the COSMOS2015 average error of
0.15 dex, but not the 0.10 dex average error of our M?. Both
Laigle et al. (2016) and this work use the Chabrier (2003) IMF
and the Bruzual & Charlot (2003) stellar population model, so
this is not the cause of the slight discrepancy, but the dust atten-
uation models differ: this work uses the Charlot & Fall (2000)
dust attenuation, while Laigle et al. (2016) uses the Calzetti et al.
(2000) dust attenuation. Recently, Lo Faro et al. (2017) have
investigated the effects of dust attenuation laws on the physical
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Fig. 6. Corner plot (Foreman-Mackey 2016) of the marginalised poste-
rior of the forward modelling routine applied to a mock data set with
known slope (0.6), normalisation (0.7 log(M�/yr−1)), and scatter (0.3
dex), shown as the blue lines. Panels on the diagonal show the 1D
marginalised posteriors for the slope, normalisation and scatter (left
to right). Off-diagonal panels show the combined 2D posteriors as la-
belled by their axes. The recovered 16th, 50th, and 84th percentiles are
shown by the dashed vertical lines; all the input parameters are recov-
ered, within error.

& Fall (2000) dust attenuation results in higher M? values than
Calzetti et al. (2000), resulting in M? higher by a factor of 1.4,
or approximately 0.15 dex. This is consistent with the difference
in M? found between our current work and Laigle et al. (2016).
Thus, we conclude that the difference in M? is a result of the
choice of dust attenuation model.

To remove the QG, we follow the Whitaker et al. (2011) UVJ
colour cut

(U − V) > 0.88 × (V − J) + 0.69 z < 0.5
(U − V) > 0.88 × (V − J) + 0.59 z > 0.5

(U − V) > 1.3, (V − J) < 1.6 z < 1.5
(U − V) > 1.3, (V − J) < 1.5 1.5 < z < 2.0
(U − V) > 1.2, (V − J) < 1.4 2.0 < z < 3.5

(5)

where the rest-frame (U – V) and (V – J) colours come from the
second CIGALE run. If these conditions are not met, the object
is SF. The (U – V) and (V – J) criteria for 2.0 < z < 3.5 were
expanded for all objects with a redshift greater than 2, such that
the final line in Eq. 5 becomes

(U − V) > 1.2, (V − J) < 1.4 2.0 < z < 6.0. (6)

Once the QG objects are removed, we fit two models to the
data: the Lee et al. (2015) description, which contains a turn-over

S = S 0 − log
[
1 +

(
M?

M0

)−γ]
, (7)

Fig. 7. Comparison of fitting with Eq. 7 (orange dashed line) and Eq.
8 (red line) in the 0.5 ≤ z < 0.8 redshift bin. The galaxies are shown
as a number density plot, with dark red being high number density and
dark blue low number density, and the size of the average error on SFR
and M? is shown as a blue cross. There is very little difference in shape
between the two fits, demonstrating that Eq. 8 is the preferred form of
the MS.

where S is log(SFR/M�yr−1), S 0 is the maximum value of S
that the function approaches at high mass, M0 is the turn-over
mass in M�, and γ is the low-mass slope, and the Whitaker et al.
(2012) single power law

S = α[log(M?) − 10.5] + β, (8)

where α is the slope and β is the normalisation at log(M?/M�) =
10.5.

Fitting with Eq. 7 was reasonably unsuccessful. No redshift
bins show significant evidence of a high-mass turn-over with all
redshift bins being consistent with a simple power law, as can
be seen in the example in Fig. 7. The majority of the turn-over
masses found from the MCMC forward modelling are larger
than the highest mass object within each redshift bin, approxi-
mately log(M?/M�) = 12.5. As a result, these cannot be consid-
ered reliable results as the turn-over position is unconstrained by
the data. The turn-over positions at all redshifts, assuming they
are reliable, are also much higher than those found in the liter-
ature (log(M0/M�) ≈ 10.5 e.g. Lee et al. 2015; Tomczak et al.
2016). We also found that when fitting Eq. 7 with γ held fixed
at 1.17, which was shown by Lee et al. (2015) to be reasonable
and also leaves the same number of free parameters as Eq. 8, the
majority of the redshift bins have a best fit that is less probable
than the best fit using Eq. 8. As a result, we conclude that Eq. 8
is a better description of our data.

With the knowledge that our data do not support a turn-over
in the MS, Eq. 8 was also fitted to our data, as shown in Fig.
8. This form of the MS was much more successful, with well-
constrained fitting parameters in all redshift bins (see Table 4
and Fig. 9). The β parameter (normalisation) increases rapidly
with redshift out to z ≈ 2 before increasing more slowly (see ma-
genta points in Fig. 10b). The evolution of β was found, fitting
using the SciPy (Jones et al. 2001) orthogonal distance regres-
sion (ODR; Boggs & Rogers 1990) package, to follow

β(z) = (1.10± 0.07) + [(0.53± 0.05)× ln({0.03± 0.11}+ z)], (9)

with errors in the coefficients from the ODR fitting.
The α parameter (slope) is slightly less smooth in its evolu-

tion (see Fig. 10a, magenta). Generally, the slope increases with
redshift across the entire redshift range of this study. There is a
potential rise between z ≈ 1.8 and z ≈ 2.9, although this is very
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Fig. 6. Corner plot (Foreman-Mackey 2016) of the marginalised pos-
terior of the forward modelling routine applied to a mock data set
with known slope (0.6), normalisation (0.7 log(M�/yr−1)), and scatter
(0.3 dex), shown as the blue lines. Panels on the diagonal show the 1D
marginalised posteriors for the slope, normalisation and scatter (left to
right panels). Off-diagonal panels show the combined 2D posteriors as
labelled by their axes. The recovered 16th, 50th, and 84th percentiles
are shown by the dashed vertical lines; all the input parameters are
recovered, within error.

properties of dusty galaxies at z ≈ 2. They find that using the
Charlot & Fall (2000) dust attenuation results in higher M? val-
ues than Calzetti et al. (2000), resulting in M? higher by a factor
of 1.4, or approximately 0.15 dex. This is consistent with the dif-
ference in M? found between our current work and Laigle et al.
(2016). Thus, we conclude that the difference in M? is a result of
the choice of dust attenuation model.

To remove the QG, we follow the Whitaker et al. (2011) UVJ
colour cut

(U − V) > 0.88 × (V − J) + 0.69 z < 0.5
(U − V) > 0.88 × (V − J) + 0.59 z > 0.5
(U − V) > 1.3, (V − J) < 1.6 z < 1.5
(U − V) > 1.3, (V − J) < 1.5 1.5 < z < 2.0
(U − V) > 1.2, (V − J) < 1.4 2.0 < z < 3.5,

(5)

where the rest-frame (U–V) and (V–J) colours come from the
second CIGALE run. If these conditions are not met, the object
is SF. The (U–V) and (V–J) criteria for 2.0 < z < 3.5 were
expanded for all objects with a redshift greater than 2, such that
the final line in Eq. (5) becomes

(U − V) > 1.2, (V − J) < 1.4 2.0 < z < 6.0. (6)

Once the QG objects are removed, we fit two models to the
data: the Lee et al. (2015) description, which contains a turn-over
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Fig. 6. Corner plot (Foreman-Mackey 2016) of the marginalised poste-
rior of the forward modelling routine applied to a mock data set with
known slope (0.6), normalisation (0.7 log(M�/yr−1)), and scatter (0.3
dex), shown as the blue lines. Panels on the diagonal show the 1D
marginalised posteriors for the slope, normalisation and scatter (left
to right). Off-diagonal panels show the combined 2D posteriors as la-
belled by their axes. The recovered 16th, 50th, and 84th percentiles are
shown by the dashed vertical lines; all the input parameters are recov-
ered, within error.

& Fall (2000) dust attenuation results in higher M? values than
Calzetti et al. (2000), resulting in M? higher by a factor of 1.4,
or approximately 0.15 dex. This is consistent with the difference
in M? found between our current work and Laigle et al. (2016).
Thus, we conclude that the difference in M? is a result of the
choice of dust attenuation model.

To remove the QG, we follow the Whitaker et al. (2011) UVJ
colour cut

(U − V) > 0.88 × (V − J) + 0.69 z < 0.5
(U − V) > 0.88 × (V − J) + 0.59 z > 0.5

(U − V) > 1.3, (V − J) < 1.6 z < 1.5
(U − V) > 1.3, (V − J) < 1.5 1.5 < z < 2.0
(U − V) > 1.2, (V − J) < 1.4 2.0 < z < 3.5

(5)

where the rest-frame (U – V) and (V – J) colours come from the
second CIGALE run. If these conditions are not met, the object
is SF. The (U – V) and (V – J) criteria for 2.0 < z < 3.5 were
expanded for all objects with a redshift greater than 2, such that
the final line in Eq. 5 becomes

(U − V) > 1.2, (V − J) < 1.4 2.0 < z < 6.0. (6)

Once the QG objects are removed, we fit two models to the
data: the Lee et al. (2015) description, which contains a turn-over

S = S 0 − log
[
1 +

(
M?

M0

)−γ]
, (7)

Fig. 7. Comparison of fitting with Eq. 7 (orange dashed line) and Eq.
8 (red line) in the 0.5 ≤ z < 0.8 redshift bin. The galaxies are shown
as a number density plot, with dark red being high number density and
dark blue low number density, and the size of the average error on SFR
and M? is shown as a blue cross. There is very little difference in shape
between the two fits, demonstrating that Eq. 8 is the preferred form of
the MS.

where S is log(SFR/M�yr−1), S 0 is the maximum value of S
that the function approaches at high mass, M0 is the turn-over
mass in M�, and γ is the low-mass slope, and the Whitaker et al.
(2012) single power law

S = α[log(M?) − 10.5] + β, (8)

where α is the slope and β is the normalisation at log(M?/M�) =
10.5.

Fitting with Eq. 7 was reasonably unsuccessful. No redshift
bins show significant evidence of a high-mass turn-over with all
redshift bins being consistent with a simple power law, as can
be seen in the example in Fig. 7. The majority of the turn-over
masses found from the MCMC forward modelling are larger
than the highest mass object within each redshift bin, approxi-
mately log(M?/M�) = 12.5. As a result, these cannot be consid-
ered reliable results as the turn-over position is unconstrained by
the data. The turn-over positions at all redshifts, assuming they
are reliable, are also much higher than those found in the liter-
ature (log(M0/M�) ≈ 10.5 e.g. Lee et al. 2015; Tomczak et al.
2016). We also found that when fitting Eq. 7 with γ held fixed
at 1.17, which was shown by Lee et al. (2015) to be reasonable
and also leaves the same number of free parameters as Eq. 8, the
majority of the redshift bins have a best fit that is less probable
than the best fit using Eq. 8. As a result, we conclude that Eq. 8
is a better description of our data.

With the knowledge that our data do not support a turn-over
in the MS, Eq. 8 was also fitted to our data, as shown in Fig.
8. This form of the MS was much more successful, with well-
constrained fitting parameters in all redshift bins (see Table 4
and Fig. 9). The β parameter (normalisation) increases rapidly
with redshift out to z ≈ 2 before increasing more slowly (see ma-
genta points in Fig. 10b). The evolution of β was found, fitting
using the SciPy (Jones et al. 2001) orthogonal distance regres-
sion (ODR; Boggs & Rogers 1990) package, to follow

β(z) = (1.10± 0.07) + [(0.53± 0.05)× ln({0.03± 0.11}+ z)], (9)

with errors in the coefficients from the ODR fitting.
The α parameter (slope) is slightly less smooth in its evolu-

tion (see Fig. 10a, magenta). Generally, the slope increases with
redshift across the entire redshift range of this study. There is a
potential rise between z ≈ 1.8 and z ≈ 2.9, although this is very
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Fig. 7. Comparison of fitting with Eq. (7) (orange dashed line) and
Eq. (8) (red line) in the 0.5 ≤ z < 0.8 redshift bin. The galaxies are
shown as a number density plot, with dark red being high number den-
sity and dark blue low number density, and the size of the average error
on SFR and M? is shown as a blue cross. There is very little difference
in shape between the two fits, demonstrating that Eq. (8) is the preferred
form of the MS.

S = S 0 − log
[
1 +

(
M?

M0

)−γ]
, (7)

where S is log(SFR/M� yr−1), S 0 is the maximum value of S
that the function approaches at high mass, M0 is the turn-over
mass in M�, and γ is the low-mass slope, and the Whitaker et al.
(2012) single power law

S = α[log(M?) − 10.5] + β, (8)

where α is the slope and β is the normalisation at log(M?/M�) =
10.5.

Fitting with Eq. (7) was reasonably unsuccessful. No redshift
bins show significant evidence of a high-mass turn-over with all
redshift bins being consistent with a simple power law, as can
be seen in the example in Fig. 7. The majority of the turn-over
masses found from the MCMC forward modelling are larger than
the highest mass object within each redshift bin, approximately
log(M?/M�) = 12.5. As a result, these cannot be considered
reliable results as the turn-over position is unconstrained by the
data. The turn-over positions at all redshifts, assuming they are
reliable, are also much higher than those found in the literature
(log(M0/M�) ≈ 10.5 e.g. Lee et al. 2015; Tomczak et al. 2016).
We also found that when fitting Eq. (7) with γ held fixed at 1.17,
which was shown by Lee et al. (2015) to be reasonable and also
leaves the same number of free parameters as Eq. (8), the major-
ity of the redshift bins have a best fit that is less probable than
the best fit using Eq. (8). As a result, we conclude that Eq. (8) is
a better description of our data.

With the knowledge that our data do not support a turn-over
in the MS, Eq. (8) was also fitted to our data, as shown in Fig. 8.
This form of the MS was much more successful, with well-
constrained fitting parameters in all redshift bins (see Table 2 and
Fig. 9). The β parameter (normalisation) increases rapidly with
redshift out to z ≈ 2 before increasing more slowly (see magenta
points in Fig. 10b). The evolution of βwas found, fitting using the
SciPy (Jones et al. 2001) orthogonal distance regression (ODR;
Boggs & Rogers 1990) package, to follow

β(z) = (1.10 ± 0.07) + [(0.53 ± 0.05) × ln({0.03 ± 0.11} + z)],
(9)

with errors in the coefficients from the ODR fitting.
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Fig. 8. Fitting of Eq. 8 to the objects in the redshift bins as labelled. The solid line is the most likely MS across the fitted M? range, while the
dotted line is an extrapolation across the M? range of the plot. The galaxies are shown as a number density plot, with dark red being high number
density and dark blue low number density. The vertical density discontinuities are the result of the two depths of data used: the deep mass limit is
the yellow dashed line and the ultra-deep mass limit is the dot-dashed yellow line. Each panel also indicates the χ2 of the most likely MS (χ2

min)
and the number of degrees of freedom in the fitting (ndof), and shows the size of the average SFR and M? errors as a blue cross.
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Fig. 8. Fitting of Eq. (8) to the objects in the redshift bins as labelled. The solid line is the most likely MS across the fitted M? range, while the
dotted line is an extrapolation across the M? range of the plot. The galaxies are shown as a number density plot, with dark red being high number
density and dark blue low number density. The vertical density discontinuities are the result of the two depths of data used: the deep mass limit is
the yellow dashed line and the ultra-deep mass limit is the dot-dashed yellow line. Each panel also indicates the χ2 of the most likely MS (χ2

min)
and the number of degrees of freedom in the fitting (ndof), and shows the size of the average SFR and M? errors as a blue cross.
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Table 2. Parameters from fitting Eq. (8) to the UVJ selected star forming galaxies, with α the slope and β the normalisation at log(M?/M�) = 10.5.

Redshift bin Average redshift Number of sources α α error β β error Scatter Scatter error
log(M� yr−1) log(M� yr−1) dex dex

0.2 ≤ z <0.5 0.37 11 460 0.43 0.09 0.58 0.09 0.35 0.06
0.5 ≤ z <0.8 0.66 17 615 0.50 0.10 0.92 0.08 0.33 0.06
0.8 ≤ z <1.1 0.95 24 537 0.46 0.11 1.10 0.08 0.34 0.06
1.1 ≤ z <1.4 1.24 20 712 0.48 0.09 1.22 0.07 0.28 0.06
1.4 ≤ z <1.8 1.59 19 388 0.51 0.09 1.31 0.08 0.24 0.05
1.8 ≤ z <2.3 2.02 13 166 0.74 0.14 1.39 0.19 0.29 0.08
2.3 ≤ z <2.9 2.59 6375 0.83 0.15 1.59 0.20 0.28 0.07
2.9 ≤ z <3.8 3.23 2338 0.70 0.09 1.77 0.08 0.10 0.05
3.8 ≤ z <4.9 4.34 590 0.93 0.22 1.87 0.20 0.15 0.07
4.9 ≤ z <6.0 5.18 72 1.00 0.22 1.92 0.21 0.08 0.05

Notes. The intrinsic scatter is found during the MCMC fitting.
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Table 2. Parameters from fitting Eq. 8 to the UVJ selected star forming galaxies, with α the slope and β the normalisation at log(M?/M�) = 10.5.
The intrinsic scatter is found during the MCMC fitting.

Redshift Bin Average Redshift Number of Sources α α Error β β Error Scatter Scatter Error
log(M�yr−1) log(M�yr−1) dex dex

0.2≤ z <0.5 0.37 11460 0.43 0.09 0.58 0.09 0.35 0.06
0.5≤ z <0.8 0.66 17615 0.50 0.10 0.92 0.08 0.33 0.06
0.8≤ z <1.1 0.95 24537 0.46 0.11 1.10 0.08 0.34 0.06
1.1≤ z <1.4 1.24 20712 0.48 0.09 1.22 0.07 0.28 0.06
1.4≤ z <1.8 1.59 19388 0.51 0.09 1.31 0.08 0.24 0.05
1.8≤ z <2.3 2.02 13166 0.74 0.14 1.39 0.19 0.29 0.08
2.3≤ z <2.9 2.59 6375 0.83 0.15 1.59 0.20 0.28 0.07
2.9≤ z <3.8 3.23 2338 0.70 0.09 1.77 0.08 0.10 0.05
3.8≤ z <4.9 4.34 590 0.93 0.22 1.87 0.20 0.15 0.07
4.9≤ z <6.0 5.18 72 1.00 0.22 1.92 0.21 0.08 0.05

Fig. 9. Fitted MS trends using Eq. 8. The solid and dashed lines are
the MS across the fitted M? range. The dotted lines are extrapolations
across the M? range of the plot. The normalisation of the MS clearly
increases as redshift increases. The slight decrease in slope at low red-
shift can be seen along with the increase above z = 1.1. The very steep
slopes at 1.8 ≤ z < 2.9 can also be seen.

The work by Schreiber et al. (2015) looked at the MS us-
ing Herschel, but their study relied on stacking rather than de-
blending. We convert the Schreiber et al. (2015) results from the
Salpeter (1955) IMF to the Chabrier (2003) IMF used here, fol-
lowing Speagle et al. (2014, see Eq. 2) to correct the mass and
Kennicutt & Evans (2012) to correct the SFR. Their results found
a turn-over at high mass, unlike the results of this study. This
high-mass turn-over is not a result of stacking; we performed
our own stacking analysis and found no turn-over or UVJ se-
lection because our UVJ selection is similar to that of Schreiber
et al. (2015) (see Appendix C).

As a result of their turn-over, just the low-mass slope of
Schreiber et al. (2015) is used for comparison in this work.
Schreiber et al. (2015) also enforce a slope of unity while the
normalisation is allowed to change. A non-redshift dependant
slope of unity is not found to be a good description of our data,
with the slope remaining below this until the highest redshift
bin. We also find that our normalisation is considerably lower at
all redshifts, by approximately 0.4 dex, with the difference being
larger at lower redshifts (see Fig. 10). However, this difference in
normalisation is a result of the different methods used to derive
the SFR of the galaxies, with our SED-based SFR producing val-
ues lower by 0.4 dex when compared to the SFRs derived from
the IR luminosity from CIGALE. We also see the same 0.4 dex
offset when deriving our own IR luminosity SFRs by fitting our
SPIRE data to Chary & Elbaz (2001) templates (see Appendix
C).

Fig. 10. Comparison of the UVJ selected MS results of this work (ma-
genta) with the observational MS from Speagle et al. (2014, FUV data
in blue; IR data in green; and radio, hydrogen lines, and UV SED fitting
in yellow), Schreiber et al. (2015) low mass MS (red), and the MS from
the Illustris Simulation (Vogelsberger et al. 2014; Sparre et al. 2015,
black diamonds). The α and β parameters from Eq. 8 are in panels (a)
and (b), respectively. As Schreiber et al. (2015) hold their low-mass
slope constant at unity, this is indicated in panel (a) as a flat red line.
The redshifts shown for this work are the mean redshift in each redshift
bin, while the horizontal error bars show the width of the redshift bin.
A version of this plot using SFRs derived from IR template fitting can
be found in Appendix C.

We also compare our results to those from the Illustris Sim-
ulation (Genel et al. 2014; Vogelsberger et al. 2014; Sparre et al.
2015). We fit Eq. 8 to the SFR-M? positions in Fig. 1 of Sparre
et al. (2015) for the z = 0, 1, 2, and 4 redshift bins. The z = 0
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Fig. 9. Fitted MS trends using Eq. (8). The solid and dashed lines are the
MS across the fitted M? range. The dotted lines are extrapolations across
the M? range of the plot. The normalisation of the MS clearly increases
as redshift increases. The slight decrease in slope at low redshift can
be seen along with the increase above z = 1.1. The very steep slopes at
1.8 ≤ z < 2.9 can also be seen.

The α parameter (slope) is slightly less smooth in its evolu-
tion (see Fig. 10a, magenta). Generally, the slope increases with
redshift across the entire redshift range of this study. There is a
potential rise between z ≈ 1.8 and z ≈ 2.9, although this is very
marginal and may be a result of the SED model gridding causing
a higher slope (see Fig. 8). A linear relation was used to find the
slope evolution, which was determined to be

α(z) = (0.38 ± 0.04) + (0.12 ± 0.02)z. (10)

Short tests were also done using just the deep and ultra-deep
data. At redshifts below 4.9, just using the deep or ultra-deep
data made no significant difference to the α and β parameters:
the values change within error, compared to using both the deep
and ultra-deep data together. With just the deep data, the slope
of the highest redshift bin becomes much lower, although it is
consistent within error. For normalisation, the deep data has a
lower normalisation, but again it is consistent within error. This
is likely a result of low number statistics. There are only 16 UVJ
selected objects with z ≥ 4.9 in the deep coverage. With so few
objects to fit with, the results are highly uncertain with just the
deep data.

After determining the MS, we check the scatter to ensure
that we have actually found the MS. The intrinsic scatter was
determined during the MCMC fitting and was assumed to be

independent of M?, which is believed to be true (Whitaker et al.
2012; Speagle et al. 2014; Tomczak et al. 2016). Our intrin-
sic scatter is found to be consistent with other literature (e.g.
Whitaker et al. 2012; Speagle et al. 2014; Sparre et al. 2015;
Schreiber et al. 2015; Tomczak et al. 2016, see Fig. 11), suggest-
ing that we have indeed found the MS. We also fit a flat line
to our intrinsic scatter, assuming that there is no redshift evolu-
tion, which gives an amplitude of 0.23± 0.03 dex, lower than the
expected 0.3 dex typically found in observational works but con-
sistent with the results from the Illustris Simulation (Genel et al.
2014; Vogelsberger et al. 2014; Sparre et al. 2015). Our small
intrinsic scatter may be an underestimation resulting from the
M? and SFR being derived from the same SED fitting procedure.
This results in some correlation between these two quantities and
hence reduces the scatter about the MS.

5. Discussion

5.1. Form of the main sequence

In this work, we find little evidence of a turn-over. Thus, any
cause of the reduction in specific SFR (SFR/M?, sSFR) with
mass does not suddenly ‘turn on’, rather it is an effect that slowly
increases with M?. An increasing slope with redshift indicates
that the mass dependent reduction in sSFR becomes weaker as
we look further back, meaning that the mechanism behind this
was less strong in the past than it is now.

Second, at relatively low redshift we find that the slope is
relatively shallow, which suggests that the ability of galaxies to
form stars reduces as mass increases. This may be a result of a
decrease in star formation efficiency, a reduction in the available
cold gas, or some other mass-dependent quenching mechanism.
We also see that the slope increases with redshift, implying that
galaxies in the younger universe were more self-similar than
they are today. Thus, in the modern universe, large galaxies have
lower specific SFRs (sSFR) than smaller galaxies, while at high
redshift, the sSFRs of large and small galaxies are similar.

Third, we find that the slope of the MS is very high between
redshifts of 1.8 and 2.9 with respect to other epochs. We do note,
however, that the significance of this rise is very marginal. A
steep slope at these times suggests a higher sSFR in large galax-
ies compared to other times. This increase in the slope coincides
with the peak of the cosmic star formation history (CSFH) at z ≈
2−3 (Madau & Dickinson 2014). It may also simply be a result
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Table 2. Parameters from fitting Eq. 8 to the UVJ selected star forming galaxies, with α the slope and β the normalisation at log(M?/M�) = 10.5.
The intrinsic scatter is found during the MCMC fitting.

Redshift Bin Average Redshift Number of Sources α α Error β β Error Scatter Scatter Error
log(M�yr−1) log(M�yr−1) dex dex

0.2≤ z <0.5 0.37 11460 0.43 0.09 0.58 0.09 0.35 0.06
0.5≤ z <0.8 0.66 17615 0.50 0.10 0.92 0.08 0.33 0.06
0.8≤ z <1.1 0.95 24537 0.46 0.11 1.10 0.08 0.34 0.06
1.1≤ z <1.4 1.24 20712 0.48 0.09 1.22 0.07 0.28 0.06
1.4≤ z <1.8 1.59 19388 0.51 0.09 1.31 0.08 0.24 0.05
1.8≤ z <2.3 2.02 13166 0.74 0.14 1.39 0.19 0.29 0.08
2.3≤ z <2.9 2.59 6375 0.83 0.15 1.59 0.20 0.28 0.07
2.9≤ z <3.8 3.23 2338 0.70 0.09 1.77 0.08 0.10 0.05
3.8≤ z <4.9 4.34 590 0.93 0.22 1.87 0.20 0.15 0.07
4.9≤ z <6.0 5.18 72 1.00 0.22 1.92 0.21 0.08 0.05

Fig. 9. Fitted MS trends using Eq. 8. The solid and dashed lines are
the MS across the fitted M? range. The dotted lines are extrapolations
across the M? range of the plot. The normalisation of the MS clearly
increases as redshift increases. The slight decrease in slope at low red-
shift can be seen along with the increase above z = 1.1. The very steep
slopes at 1.8 ≤ z < 2.9 can also be seen.

The work by Schreiber et al. (2015) looked at the MS us-
ing Herschel, but their study relied on stacking rather than de-
blending. We convert the Schreiber et al. (2015) results from the
Salpeter (1955) IMF to the Chabrier (2003) IMF used here, fol-
lowing Speagle et al. (2014, see Eq. 2) to correct the mass and
Kennicutt & Evans (2012) to correct the SFR. Their results found
a turn-over at high mass, unlike the results of this study. This
high-mass turn-over is not a result of stacking; we performed
our own stacking analysis and found no turn-over or UVJ se-
lection because our UVJ selection is similar to that of Schreiber
et al. (2015) (see Appendix C).

As a result of their turn-over, just the low-mass slope of
Schreiber et al. (2015) is used for comparison in this work.
Schreiber et al. (2015) also enforce a slope of unity while the
normalisation is allowed to change. A non-redshift dependant
slope of unity is not found to be a good description of our data,
with the slope remaining below this until the highest redshift
bin. We also find that our normalisation is considerably lower at
all redshifts, by approximately 0.4 dex, with the difference being
larger at lower redshifts (see Fig. 10). However, this difference in
normalisation is a result of the different methods used to derive
the SFR of the galaxies, with our SED-based SFR producing val-
ues lower by 0.4 dex when compared to the SFRs derived from
the IR luminosity from CIGALE. We also see the same 0.4 dex
offset when deriving our own IR luminosity SFRs by fitting our
SPIRE data to Chary & Elbaz (2001) templates (see Appendix
C).

Fig. 10. Comparison of the UVJ selected MS results of this work (ma-
genta) with the observational MS from Speagle et al. (2014, FUV data
in blue; IR data in green; and radio, hydrogen lines, and UV SED fitting
in yellow), Schreiber et al. (2015) low mass MS (red), and the MS from
the Illustris Simulation (Vogelsberger et al. 2014; Sparre et al. 2015,
black diamonds). The α and β parameters from Eq. 8 are in panels (a)
and (b), respectively. As Schreiber et al. (2015) hold their low-mass
slope constant at unity, this is indicated in panel (a) as a flat red line.
The redshifts shown for this work are the mean redshift in each redshift
bin, while the horizontal error bars show the width of the redshift bin.
A version of this plot using SFRs derived from IR template fitting can
be found in Appendix C.

We also compare our results to those from the Illustris Sim-
ulation (Genel et al. 2014; Vogelsberger et al. 2014; Sparre et al.
2015). We fit Eq. 8 to the SFR-M? positions in Fig. 1 of Sparre
et al. (2015) for the z = 0, 1, 2, and 4 redshift bins. The z = 0
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Fig. 10. Comparison of the UVJ selected MS results of this work
(magenta) with the observational MS from Speagle et al. (2014, FUV
data in blue; IR data in green; and radio, hydrogen lines, and UV SED
fitting in yellow), Schreiber et al. (2015) low mass MS (red), and the
MS from the Illustris Simulation (Vogelsberger et al. 2014; Sparre et al.
2015, black diamonds). The α and β parameters from Eq. (8) are in pan-
els a and b, respectively. As Schreiber et al. (2015) hold their low-mass
slope constant at unity, this is indicated in panel a as a flat red line. The
redshifts shown for this work are the mean redshift in each redshift bin,
while the horizontal error bars show the width of the redshift bin. A
version of this plot using SFRs derived from IR template fitting can be
found in Appendix C.

of the SED model gridding causing a higher slope, indicated by
the discontinuities in the two top right panels of Fig. 8.

When the normalisation is also considered, the low-mass end
of the MS also sees changes in a galaxy’s ability to form stars.
Eq. (8) has a normalisation at log(M?/M�) = 10.5 and it does not
evolve fast enough to maintain a constant crossing point of the
MS at all redshifts; the intercept mass of the MS in one redshift
bin with the MS in the lowest redshift bin increases out to z ≈
1.8 before becoming approximately constant, as can be seen in
Fig. 9. Thus, the low-mass galaxies must have a decrease in sSFR
as redshift increases, out to z ≈ 1.8, while the high-mass galaxies
have an increasing sSFR.

5.2. Contamination by quiescent galaxies

We find the main sequences in the highest redshift bins (z > 1.8)
are identical regardless of whether we cut for SFG or not. This
may be a result of the dusty SFG and QG at high redshift having
their near-IR (NIR) observed frame emission suppressed below
the detection limits of the NIR selected catalogue by dust obscu-
ration in the galaxy. Alternatively, there is a greater mixing of

A&A proofs: manuscript no. Paper-AA-2018-32821

Fig. 11. Intrinsic scatter about the MS found from the MCMC fitting
of the data in each redshift bin to Eq. 8. This work (magenta) is shown
along with the observed scatters from Speagle et al. (2014, FUV data
in blue, IR data in green, and other data in yellow) and Schreiber et al.
(2015, red) as well as the median scatter found at each redshift in the
Illustris Simulation (Genel et al. 2014; Vogelsberger et al. 2014; Sparre
et al. 2015, black diamonds). The redshifts shown for this work are the
mean redshift in each redshift bin while the horizontal error bars show
the width of the redshift bin. Also shown is the best fit to this work’s
intrinsic scatter assuming no redshift evolution (dashed magenta line).
The intrinsic scatter found in this work is consistent with existing litera-
ture, although above z ≈ 1.8 our intrinsic scatter is smaller than is found
in works that use IR SFR traces.

bin shows clear evidence of a turn-over, but we still fit a simple
power law to all the data in this redshift bin. The resulting α and
β values can be found in Fig. 10 as black diamonds. Our work
has slopes that are much shallower than the Illustris values below
a redshift of ≈ 1.8. At z ≈ 2, this work and Illustris agree within
error, while at z ≈ 4 our slope appears to be consistent with Illus-
tris. The normalisation of the MS from the Illustris simulation,
along with other simulations, is known to be too low with re-
spect to observations, certainly at z = 1 − 2 (Sparre et al. 2015;
Furlong et al. 2015). Our normalisation results are not consistent
with this picture; the normalisation we find is consistent with the
results from Illustris. This may suggest that the low normalisa-
tions found in simulations may be the result of simulations not
being affected by the source blending that observational studies
can show.

6. Conclusions

The MS is a tight relation between M? and the SFR of galaxies
in the universe. The FIR is a very important part of the spectrum
for determining the SFR of an object; however, current cosmo-
logical FIR surveys suffer from poor resolution. Here, the lat-
est de-blending tool, XID+, and techniques have been used to
break through the Herschel confusion limit, allowing better SFR
estimates to be generated for nearly a quarter of a million ob-
jects in the COSMOS field. This has allowed the examination of
the main sequence of star forming galaxies beyond the Herschel
confusion limit.

The objects were binned by redshift between 0.2 ≤ z < 6.0
and fitted with both a power law and a power law with a high-
mass turn-over. The high-mass turn-over form of the MS failed
to provide reasonable values for its parameters. The simple
power law, on the other hand, produced well-behaved parame-
ters in every redshift bin. Thus, we conclude that the MS using

multi-wavelength data and our de-blended Herschel SPIRE data
shows little evidence for a high-mass turn-over.

We find that the normalisation of the MS increases with red-
shift, rapidly out to z ≈ 2 and more slowly thereafter. The slope
has a different evolution, rising steadily across all redshifts, with
perhaps a weak indication of a brief peak at 1.8 ≤ z < 2.9.
An increase in slope with redshift is likely a result of high-mass
galaxies having an increase in star formation efficiency with re-
spect to the low-mass galaxies. This results in all galaxies be-
coming more self similar with increasing redshift, as the slope
increases towards unity. The brief peak in slope, if present, ap-
pears to coincide with the peak of the CSFH.

Our normalisation results are consistent with the Speagle
et al. (2014) MS compilation results within error, and with the
Schreiber et al. (2015) stacked Herschel MS, once adjusted for
IMF and SFR tracers. The slope of our MS is also consistent with
the Speagle et al. (2014) compilation but moves from the lower
regions at low redshift to the upper regions at higher redshifts.
This may be a result of hidden star formation being revealed by
the Herschel data, demonstrating the importance of the FIR/sub-
mm for the MS.
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Fig. 11. Intrinsic scatter about the MS found from the MCMC fitting of
the data in each redshift bin to Eq. (8). This work (magenta) is shown
along with the observed scatters from Speagle et al. (2014, FUV data
in blue, IR data in green, and other data in yellow) and Schreiber et al.
(2015, red) as well as the median scatter found at each redshift in the
Illustris Simulation (Genel et al. 2014; Vogelsberger et al. 2014; Sparre
et al. 2015, black diamonds). The redshifts shown for this work are the
mean redshift in each redshift bin while the horizontal error bars show
the width of the redshift bin. Also shown is the best fit to this work’s
intrinsic scatter assuming no redshift evolution (dashed magenta line).
The intrinsic scatter found in this work is consistent with existing litera-
ture, although above z ≈ 1.8 our intrinsic scatter is smaller than is found
in works that use IR SFR traces.

SFG and QG at lower redshifts and higher masses, pulling down
the MS when the QG classed objects are removed. The latter is
likely the correct scenario. There is little evidence for a turn-over
at lower redshifts after selection of the SFGs. We thus surmise
that the turn-over in other works may be the result of a SFG
selection that is not effective enough in removing the QG. This
would result in an overabundance of low SFR galaxies at higher
mass which act to pull the high-mass MS down, similar to the
conclusions of Johnston et al. (2015). It is the lack of turn-off in
the MS at lower redshifts that leads us to believe that the high-
z colour cut employed (Eq. (5)) can be extended to all redshifts
above z = 2.0 as we also recover the linear MS at these higher
redshifts.

5.3. Comparisons with other works

The work by Speagle et al. (2014) collates a large number
of MS studies and generates a consensus regarding the MS.
This provides an excellent base line to which we can com-
pare this work. As with the consensus result, this work finds
little evidence of a high-mass turn-over. Broadly, our results
agree with Speagle et al. (2014): both the slope and normali-
sation increase with redshift; the rate of change in normalisation
decreases as redshift increases. However, quantitatively there are
differences.

The normalisation found in this work is in reasonable agree-
ment with the Speagle et al. (2014) collection (see Fig. 10b), but
lies towards the bottom of the collection. This slight lowering
of the normalisation, especially compared with studies using IR
SFR indicators, may be due to the splitting of brighter objects
into a number of fainter sources.

The slope of this work is consistent with the Speagle
et al. (2014) results at all redshifts, rising from the bottom of
the collection at low redshifts to the top of the collection at
high redshifts. Between z≈ 2 and z≈ 3 we are approximately
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consistent with the far-ultraviolet SFR indicated MS, but are typ-
ically higher than the MS using other (radio, hydrogen lines, and
UV SED fitting) SFR indicators. This is potentially a result of
the data in this work looking through the dust with the Herschel
data, which will raise the SFR of the high-mass, dusty galax-
ies. However, this should also result in the FUV MS having a
shallower slope than this work as well.

The work by Schreiber et al. (2015) looked at the MS using
Herschel, but their study relied on stacking rather than de-
blending. We convert the Schreiber et al. (2015) results from the
Salpeter (1955) IMF to the Chabrier (2003) IMF used here, fol-
lowing Speagle et al. (2014, see Eq. (2)) to correct the mass and
Kennicutt & Evans (2012) to correct the SFR. Their results found
a turn-over at high mass, unlike the results of this study. This
high-mass turn-over is not a result of stacking; we performed our
own stacking analysis and found no turn-over or UVJ selection
because our UVJ selection is similar to that of Schreiber et al.
(2015; see Appendix C) .

As a result of their turn-over, just the low-mass slope of
Schreiber et al. (2015) is used for comparison in this work.
Schreiber et al. (2015) also enforce a slope of unity while the
normalisation is allowed to change. A non-redshift dependant
slope of unity is not found to be a good description of our data,
with the slope remaining below this until the highest redshift
bin. We also find that our normalisation is considerably lower
at all redshifts, by approximately 0.4 dex, with the difference
being larger at lower redshifts (see Fig. 10). However, this differ-
ence in normalisation is a result of the different methods used to
derive the SFR of the galaxies, with our SED-based SFR produc-
ing values lower by 0.4 dex when compared to the SFRs derived
from the IR luminosity from CIGALE. We also see the same
0.4 dex offset when deriving our own IR luminosity SFRs by
fitting our SPIRE data to Chary & Elbaz (2001) templates (see
Appendix C).

We also compare our results to those from the Illustris Sim-
ulation (Genel et al. 2014; Vogelsberger et al. 2014; Sparre et al.
2015). We fit Eq. (8) to the SFR-M? positions in Fig. 1 of Sparre
et al. (2015) for the z = 0, 1, 2, and 4 redshift bins. The z = 0
bin shows clear evidence of a turn-over, but we still fit a simple
power law to all the data in this redshift bin. The resulting α and
β values can be found in Fig. 10 as black diamonds. Our work has
slopes that are much shallower than the Illustris values below a
redshift of ≈1.8. At z ≈ 2, this work and Illustris agree within
error, while at z ≈ 4 our slope appears to be consistent with
Illustris. The normalisation of the MS from the Illustris simu-
lation, along with other simulations, is known to be too low with
respect to observations, certainly at z = 1−2 (Sparre et al. 2015;
Furlong et al. 2015). Our normalisation results are not consistent
with this picture; the normalisation we find is consistent with the
results from Illustris. This may suggest that the low normalisa-
tions found in simulations may be the result of simulations not
being affected by the source blending that observational studies
can show.

6. Conclusions

The MS is a tight relation between M? and the SFR of galaxies
in the universe. The FIR is a very important part of the spec-
trum for determining the SFR of an object; however, current
cosmological FIR surveys suffer from poor resolution. Here, the
latest de-blending tool, XID+, and techniques have been used
to break through the Herschel confusion limit, allowing better
SFR estimates to be generated for nearly a quarter of a million

objects in the COSMOS field. This has allowed the examina-
tion of the main sequence of star forming galaxies beyond the
Herschel confusion limit.

The objects were binned by redshift between 0.2 ≤ z < 6.0
and fitted with both a power law and a power law with a high-
mass turn-over. The high-mass turn-over form of the MS failed to
provide reasonable values for its parameters. The simple power
law, on the other hand, produced well-behaved parameters in
every redshift bin. Thus, we conclude that the MS using multi-
wavelength data and our de-blended Herschel SPIRE data shows
little evidence for a high-mass turn-over.

We find that the normalisation of the MS increases with red-
shift, rapidly out to z ≈ 2 and more slowly thereafter. The slope
has a different evolution, rising steadily across all redshifts, with
perhaps a weak indication of a brief peak at 1.8 ≤ z < 2.9.
An increase in slope with redshift is likely a result of high-
mass galaxies having an increase in star formation efficiency
with respect to the low-mass galaxies. This results in all galax-
ies becoming more self similar with increasing redshift, as the
slope increases towards unity. The brief peak in slope, if present,
appears to coincide with the peak of the CSFH.

Our normalisation results are consistent with the Speagle
et al. (2014) MS compilation results within error, and with the
Schreiber et al. (2015) stacked Herschel MS, once adjusted for
IMF and SFR tracers. The slope of our MS is also consistent
with the Speagle et al. (2014) compilation but moves from the
lower regions at low redshift to the upper regions at higher
redshifts. This may be a result of hidden star formation being
revealed by the Herschel data, demonstrating the importance of
the FIR/sub-mm for the MS.
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Appendix A: CIGALE Parameters
In this work we closely follow the CIGALE model selection
of Pearson et al. (2017, Appendix A). A delayed exponentially
declining SFH with an exponentially declining burst.

was used over the more commonly used exponentially
declining or delayed exponential SFH as these two SFHs did
not appear to reproduce the expected starburst population in
the star formation rate versus stellar mass plane. The e-folding
time of the two stellar populations (old and young) in the
SFH was roughly matched to that of Mitchell et al. (2013). As
Mitchell et al. (2013) used a single declining exponential SFH,
the e-folding times were split with the burst population taking
values of 9 Gyr and above, and the main population taking val-
ues of less than 9 Gyr. For the ages of the main population, the
values were sampled linearly between 1 and 11 Gyr with a wider
sampling up to 13 Gyr. The mass fraction of the burst population
follows Ciesla et al. (2015) along with the age of the young stel-
lar population, which also had a lower age of 0.001 Gyr added.
The Bruzual & Charlot (2003) stellar population model was used
with a Chabrier (2003) initial mass function. As this study was
not to explore the metallicity of galaxies, it was decided to leave
the metallically at solar.

Recent work by Lo Faro et al. (2017) has shown that a single
power law is a poor representation of the attenuation that occurs
in dusty galaxies. As such, we adopt a double power law, similar
to that of Charlot & Fall (2000), with individual power laws for
the birth clouds (BCs) and inter stellar medium (ISM). However,
we use a smaller range of values for the V-band attenuation in
the BCs than Charlot & Fall (2000), a maximum value of 3.8, as
tests with higher attenuation values do not noticeably effect the
results.

For the dust emission, the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon
(PAH) fraction had an increase in range around the default 2.5
so more fractions could be sampled while keeping the number of
models reasonable. The minimum scaling factor of the radiation
field was similarly given a range to sample with an increase in
the smallest value from 1.0 to 5.0. The illuminated fraction was
reduced to 0.02, following Ciesla et al. (2015).

The parameters in the AGN model were matched to those
used by Ciesla et al. (2015), who undertook a detailed study
of AGN host galaxy emission using CIGALE. The number of
choices of fracAGN was reduced from 14 to 5, while still cover-
ing the same range, to reduce the number of models created by
CIGALE and hence decrease runtime.

Table A.1. Parameters used for the various properties in the CIGALE model SEDs where they differ from the default values.

Parameter Value Description

Star formation history
τmain 1.0, 1.8, 3.0, 5.0, 7.0 e-folding time (main)
τburst 9.0, 13.0 e-folding time (burst)
fburst 0.00, 0.10, 0.20, 0.30 Burst mass fraction
Age 1.00, 1.50, 2.00, 2.50, 3.00, 3.50, 4.00, Population age (main)

4.50, 5.00, 5.50, 6.00, 6.50, 7.00, 7.50,
8.00, 8.50, 9.00, 9.50, 10.00, 10.50,
11.00, 12.00, 13.00

Burst age 0.001, 0.010, 0.030, 0.100, 0.300 Population age (burst)

Stellar emission
IMF Chabrier (2003) Initial mass function
Z 0.02 Metallicity (0.02 is Solar)
Separation age 0.01 Separation between young and old stellar populations

Dust attenuation
ABC

V 0.3, 1.2, 2.3, 3.3, 3.8 V-band attenuation of the birth clouds
SlopeBC –0.7 Birth cloud attenuation power law slope
BC to ISM Factor 0.3, 0.5, 0.8, 1.0 Ratio of the birth cloud attenuation to ISM attenuation
SlopeISM –0.7 ISM attenuation power law slope

Dust emission
qPAH 0.47, 1.12, 2.50, 3.9 Mass fraction of PAH
Umin 5.0, 10.0, 25.0 Minimum scaling factor of the radiation field intensity
α 2.0 Dust power law slope
γ 0.02 Illuminated fraction

AGN emission
rratio 60.0 Ratio of maximum to minimum radii
τ 1.0, 6.0 Optical depth at 9.7 µm
β –0.5 β coefficient for the gas density function of the torusa

γ 0.0 γ coefficient for the gas density function of the torusa

Opening angle 100.0◦ Opening angle of the torus
ψ 0.001◦, 89.990◦ Angle between equatorial axis and line of sight
f racAGN 0.0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 AGN fraction

Notes. All ages and times are in Gyr. (a)Density function of the torus can be found in Fritz et al. (2006) as Eq. (3).
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A list of parameters, where they differ from default, can be
found in Table A.1.

Appendix B: XID+ prior width

We require the prior from CIGALE to be as informative as pos-
sible in XID+ while not being overly restrictive. To determine
the preferred expansion factor of the SPIRE flux density esti-
mate errors from CIGALE, we ran XID+ on the tiles that contain
at least one of 178 objects detected at 870µm from Scoville
et al. (2014, 2016) three times; expanding the flux density esti-
mate error by a factor of 2, 3, and 4. The SPIRE flux densities
from XID+ were then added to the data from COSMOS2015
and CIGALE was rerun to predict the Atacama Large Millime-
ter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) 870 µm flux densities, for each
of the three XID+ results. These predictions were compared to
the ALMA 870 µm observations by subtracting the CIGALE
predictions from the observations and fitting a Gaussian to the
resulting distribution. The histograms of the comparisons, along
with the fitted Gaussian distributions, are found in Fig. B.1.
As the standard deviations are all approximately consistent, we
chose to expand the errors from CIGALE by a factor of two as
this provides the smallest deviation of the mean from zero.

Appendix C: Further comparisons with Schreiber
et al. (2015)

As mentioned in Sect. 5.3, the normalisation presented in
this work is consistent with that of Schreiber et al. (2015)
once we account for IMF and SFR tracers. We also note
that the high-mass turn-over found in Schreiber et al. (2015)
is not a result of stacking. We discuss this here in further
detail.

The disparity in normalisation is likely a result of the differ-
ent methods of determining SFR. Schreiber et al. (2015) convert
the UV and IR luminosities into UV and IR SFRs and then
combine these values to generate a total SFR, while we use full
SED fitting. As a result, our SFRs are lower as not all of the
IR luminosity will be attributed to the young stellar population,
but it also includes a component for the older stellar population.
We have also fitted the Chary & Elbaz (2001) templates to our
own de-blended SPIRE data, calculated the IR luminosities, and
converted these into SFRs. From this fitting, we recover similar
SFRs to those found by Schreiber et al. (2015; Fig. C.1), blue
triangles. Hence, the SFRs from SED fitting are systematically
lower than those found using IR luminosity conversion.

The forward modelling was re-done using the SFRs derived
from the fitting of the Chary & Elbaz (2001) templates to our
SPIRE data. The slope (α) and normalisation (β) were found to
evolve as

α(z) = (0.58 ± 0.05) + (0.11 ± 0.03)z,
sβ(z) = (1.31 ± 0.11) + [(0.46 ± 0.08) × ln({0.09 ± 0.20} + z)].

(C.1)

As can be seen in Fig. C.2, the slope using the Chary &
Elbaz (2001) SFR evolves with redshift at the same rate
as when the CIGALE SFRs are used but the slopes are
steeper, a result of high-mass galaxies having more older stars
(e.g. Gallazzi et al. 2005), which will lower the CIGALE SFR
with respect to the Chary & Elbaz (2001) SFR for these high-
mass objects. As expected, the normalisations are closer to
those of the Schreiber et al. (2015) low-mass slope and become
consistent, within error, at high redshift.
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Appendix A: CIGALE Parameters

In this work we closely follow the CIGALE model selection of
Pearson et al. (2017, Appendix A). A double exponential SFH
was used over the more commonly used exponentially declining
or delayed exponential SFH as these two SFHs did not appear to
reproduce the expected starburst population in the star formation
rate versus stellar mass plane. The e-folding time of the two stel-
lar populations (old and young) in the SFH was roughly matched
to that of Mitchell et al. (2013). As Mitchell et al. (2013) used a
single declining exponential SFH, the e-folding times were split
with the burst population taking values of 9 Gyr and above, and
the main population taking values of less than 9 Gyr. For the
ages of the main population, the values were sampled linearly
between 1 and 11 Gyr with a wider sampling up to 13 Gyr. The
mass fraction of the burst population follows Ciesla et al. (2015)
along with the age of the young stellar population, which also
had a lower age of 0.001 Gyr added. The Bruzual & Charlot
(2003) stellar population model was used with a Chabrier (2003)
initial mass function. As this study was not to explore the metal-
licity of galaxies, it was decided to leave the metallically at solar.

Recent work by Lo Faro et al. (2017) has shown that a single
power law is a poor representation of the attenuation that occurs
in dusty galaxies. As such, we adopt a double power law, similar
to that of Charlot & Fall (2000), with individual power laws for
the birth clouds (BCs) and inter stellar medium (ISM). However,
we use a smaller range of values for the V-band attenuation in
the BCs than Charlot & Fall (2000), a maximum value of 3.8, as
tests with higher attenuation values do not noticeably effect the
results.

For the dust emission, the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon
(PAH) fraction had an increase in range around the default 2.5
so more fractions could be sampled while keeping the number of
models reasonable. The minimum scaling factor of the radiation
field was similarly given a range to sample with an increase in
the smallest value from 1.0 to 5.0. The illuminated fraction was
reduced to 0.02, following Ciesla et al. (2015).

The parameters in the AGN model were matched to those
used by Ciesla et al. (2015), who undertook a detailed study
of AGN host galaxy emission using CIGALE. The number of
choices of fracAGN was reduced from 14 to 5, while still cover-
ing the same range, to reduce the number of models created by
CIGALE and hence decrease runtime.

A list of parameters, where they differ from default, can be
found in Table A.1.

Appendix B: XID+ prior width

We require the prior from CIGALE to be as informative as possi-
ble in XID+ while not being overly restrictive. To determine the
preferred expansion factor of the SPIRE flux density estimate er-
rors from CIGALE, we ran XID+ on the tiles that contain at least
one of 178 objects detected at 870µm from Scoville et al. (2014,
2016) three times; expanding the flux density estimate error by a
factor of 2, 3, and 4. The SPIRE flux densities from XID+ were
then added to the data from COSMOS2015 and CIGALE was re-
run to predict the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Ar-
ray (ALMA) 870 µm flux densities, for each of the three XID+
results. These predictions were compared to the ALMA 870 µm
observations by subtracting the CIGALE predictions from the
observations and fitting a Gaussian to the resulting distribution.
The histograms of the comparisons, along with the fitted Gaus-
sian distributions, are found in Fig. B.1. As the standard devia-
tions are all approximately consistent, we chose to expand the er-

Fig. B.1. Distributions for the difference between the observed ALMA
870 µm flux densities and the predicted 870 µm flux densities from
CIGALE using an error expansion factor of 2 (a), 3 (b), and 4 (c)
in XID+. The Gaussian distribution for each expansion factor is also
shown in orange, along with the means (µ) and standard deviations (σ)
of the distributions. All the distributions have an approximately consis-
tent σ so the best expansion factor was deemed to be that with µ closest
to zero: 2 times the error from CIGALE.

rors from CIGALE by a factor of two as this provides the small-
est deviation of the mean from zero.

Appendix C: Further comparisons with Schreiber
et al. (2015)

As mentioned in Sect. 5.3, the normalisation presented in this
work is consistent with that of Schreiber et al. (2015) once we
account for IMF and SFR tracers. We also note that the high-
mass turn-over found in Schreiber et al. (2015) is not a result of
stacking. We discuss this here in further detail.

The disparity in normalisation is likely a result of the dif-
ferent methods of determining SFR. Schreiber et al. (2015) con-
vert the UV and IR luminosities into UV and IR SFRs and then
combine these values to generate a total SFR, while we use full
SED fitting. As a result, our SFRs are lower as not all of the
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Fig. B.1. Distributions for the difference between the observed ALMA
870 µm flux densities and the predicted 870 µm flux densities from
CIGALE using an error expansion factor of 2 (panel a), 3 (panel b),
and 4 (panel c) in XID+. The Gaussian distribution for each expansion
factor is also shown in orange, along with the means (µ) and standard
deviations (σ) of the distributions. All the distributions have an approx-
imately consistent σ so the best expansion factor was deemed to be that
with µ closest to zero: 2 times the error from CIGALE.

The remaining normalisation difference at low redshift is a
result of the enforced slope of unity in Schreiber et al. (2015).
We fit Eq. (8) to the data in Schreiber et al. (2015) Fig. 10 and
find slopes below unity. As a result of this fitting, the normal-
isations from our fits to the Schreiber et al. (2015) data agree
with the normalisations we find when fitting to our IR luminosity
derived SFRs. Figure C.2b also includes the normalisations for
the full mass range from Schreiber et al. (2015), including their
high-mass turn-over, as orange crosses. These normalisations are
in good agreement with the normalisations found in this work,
demonstrating how enforcing a low-mass slope of unity results
in normalisations that are too high at lower redshifts.

Our own fitting to the Schreiber et al. (2015) MS also pro-
vides a slightly different interpretation of their data. In addition
to fitting Eq. (8) to their data, we also fit Eq. (7). The result
of this refitting is that we only find evidence of a high-mass
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Fig. C.1. Comparisons of Schreiber et al. (2015, red crosses) SFR-M? positions with redshift to different methods of deriving SFR in this work.
The mean CIGALE SFR in each mass bin is in magenta, the fitting of the de-blended SPIRE data with Chary & Elbaz (2001, CE01) templates
to determine the infrared luminosity (LIR) derived SFR is indicated with blue triangles, the IAS Stacking Library derived SFR with yellow stars,
the full Schreiber et al. (2015) MS trends with red dashed lines, and our own fits to the Schreiber et al. (2015) data with orange dot-dashed lines.
Horizontal error bars are omitted for ease of examination, but are all 0.25 dex. The Schreiber et al. (2015) data is complete to lower masses due
to their use of the deeper GOODS data. As can be seen, the SFRs from SED fitting are systematically lower than those from stacking or template
fitting. However, our stacked and CE01 data points are consistent with Schreiber et al. (2015) within error.

with the normalisations we find when fitting to our IR luminosity
derived SFRs. Figure C.2b also includes the normalisations for
the full mass range from Schreiber et al. (2015), including their
high-mass turn-over, as orange crosses. These normalisations are
in good agreement with the normalisations found in this work,
demonstrating how enforcing a low-mass slope of unity results
in normalisations that are too high at lower redshifts.

Our own fitting to the Schreiber et al. (2015) MS also pro-
vides a slightly different interpretation of their data. In addition
to fitting Eq. 8 to their data, we also fit Eq. 7. The result of this
refitting is that we only find evidence of a high-mass turn-over in
the two lowest redshift bins used by Schreiber et al. (2015); all

the other redshift bins are consistent with a simple power law
(Fig. C.1 red dashed lines). Hence, their high-mass turn-over
above z = 1.2 may be a result of forcing a low-mass slope of
unity.

To explore whether our lack of a high-mass turn-over at low
redshift is due to stacking, we stacked the SPIRE (from Her-
MES, Oliver et al. 2012) and PACS (from PACS Evolutionary
Probe, Lutz et al. 2011) images of the COSMOS field on our
source positions, using the same UVJ selection, mass bins, and
redshift bins as Schreiber et al. (2015) to generate a fair compari-
son. We used two independent stacking codes: the IAS Stacking
Library (Bavouzet 2008; Béthermin et al. 2010a) for luminos-
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Fig. C.1. Comparisons of Schreiber et al. (2015, red crosses) SFR-M? positions with redshift to different methods of deriving SFR in this work.
The mean CIGALE SFR in each mass bin is in magenta, the fitting of the de-blended SPIRE data with Chary & Elbaz (2001, CE01) templates
to determine the infrared luminosity (LIR) derived SFR is indicated with blue triangles, the IAS Stacking Library derived SFR with yellow stars,
the full Schreiber et al. (2015) MS trends with red dashed lines, and our own fits to the Schreiber et al. (2015) data with orange dot-dashed lines.
Horizontal error bars are omitted for ease of examination, but are all 0.25 dex. The Schreiber et al. (2015) data is complete to lower masses due
to their use of the deeper GOODS data. As can be seen, the SFRs from SED fitting are systematically lower than those from stacking or template
fitting. However, our stacked and CE01 data points are consistent with Schreiber et al. (2015) within error.

turn-over in the two lowest redshift bins used by Schreiber et al.
(2015); all the other redshift bins are consistent with a simple
power law (Fig. C.1 red dashed lines). Hence, their high-mass
turn-over above z = 1.2 may be a result of forcing a low-mass
slope of unity.

To explore whether our lack of a high-mass turn-over at low
redshift is due to stacking, we stacked the SPIRE (from HerMES,
Oliver et al. 2012) and PACS (from PACS Evolutionary Probe,
Lutz et al. 2011) images of the COSMOS field on our source

positions, using the same UVJ selection, mass bins, and redshift
bins as Schreiber et al. (2015) to generate a fair comparison. We
used two independent stacking codes: the IAS Stacking Library
(Bavouzet 2008; Béthermin et al. 2010a) for luminosity stacking
(Fig. C.1 yellow stars), and Simstack (Viero et al. 2013) for flux
density stacking. The stacked Herschel flux densities were then
fitted with the Chary & Elbaz (2001) IR templates to calculate
the IR luminosity and SFR. We find no evidence of a high-mass
turn-over using either of the stacking tools.
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Fig. C.2. Comparison of the UVJ selected MS results of this work using
the Chary & Elbaz (2001, CE01) template derived SFR (dark purple tri-
angles) with the Schreiber et al. (2015) low-mass MS (red). The α and
β parameters from Eq. 8 are in panels (a) and (b), respectively, and the
trends from Fig. 10 are in magenta. As Schreiber et al. (2015) hold their
low-mass slope constant at unity, this is indicated in panel (a) as the flat
red line. The orange crosses in panel (b) are the normalisations for the
full mass range (including turn-over) from Schreiber et al. (2015). The
redshifts shown for this work are the mean redshift in each redshift bin
while the horizontal error bars show the width of the redshift bin. The
good agreement between the purple triangles and orange crosses and
poor agreement between the purple triangles and red circles demon-
strates how forcing a low-mass slope of unity results in normalisations
that are too high at lower redshifts.

ity stacking (Fig. C.1 yellow stars), and Simstack (Viero et al.
2013) for flux density stacking. The stacked Herschel flux densi-
ties were then fitted with the Chary & Elbaz (2001) IR templates
to calculate the IR luminosity and SFR. We find no evidence of
a high-mass turn-over using either of the stacking tools.
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Fig. C.2. Comparison of the UVJ selected MS results of this work using
the Chary & Elbaz (2001, CE01) template derived SFR (dark purple
triangles) with the Schreiber et al. (2015) low-mass MS (red). The α
and β parameters from Eq. (8) are in panels a and b, respectively, and
the trends from Fig. 10 are in magenta. As Schreiber et al. (2015) hold
their low-mass slope constant at unity, this is indicated in panel a as the
flat red line. The orange crosses in panel b are the normalisations for
the full mass range (including turn-over) from Schreiber et al. (2015).
The redshifts shown for this work are the mean redshift in each redshift
bin while the horizontal error bars show the width of the redshift bin.
The good agreement between the purple triangles and orange crosses
and poor agreement between the purple triangles and red circles demon-
strates how forcing a low-mass slope of unity results in normalisations
that are too high at lower redshifts.
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